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LABOUR of LOVE 

Health Is Wealth and Happiness. 

All the joys of a Free Life ~ 

Reborn ~ Beneficent & Serene, 

exquisite without a trace of servility… 

Love up or down, essentially ongoing ~  

RELATIONSHIP 

* 

Black Hills Stone 

“No Life on the Moon but Rock!” 

There Are No ‘Look a Likes’ America! 

What would We have seen 

on all our TV screens ~ 

If Sitting Bull had been found again, 

up there, with pastures of grazing  

Moon antelope by Lake Tranquility. 

NASA could but stare! 

No wigwams in our telescopes; 

it’s interference folks, run amock. 

“No Human Life Up There” 

“No Human Life Up There 

Only some old, lost Wakan Tanka ~ 

chased him long ago from Terre!” 

* 

Sahib 

SUPER EXPRESS 

Beware of Trains! 

‘Before Climbing onto Roof of lokos, 

make sure one is Isolated and Earthed’ 

Licensed Cooly ~ RESPECT
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Maldives 

I’m on a jet to India 

from my home 

in Cheshire plain. 

Could be Insane ~ 

moves the Silver Cobra. 

I’m on a jet to India, 

leaving my family 

by the fire, colour  

TV. to Inspire ~ 

Could be Insane 

to board the Ganges train, 

might never see you again. 

I’m on a jet to India 

no more political recessed Mind. 

Could be Insane 

could be ~ 

Wonderfully kind, 

who knows what I’ll find? 

I’m on a jet to Dhammaville 

I never want to kill. 

Could be Insane 

why I came ~ 

Want to know that flame 

* 

Tsuridono 

Fifi Riva 

She lived in front of a gondola 

repair shop ~ 

Which one? 

Felt like a step forward, 

in my Mind ~ 

Tantra in Venice
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KNOWLEDGE 

Making Knowledge 

A Reality 

Making Knowledge 

A Reality 

Making Knowledge 

A Live 

Equating Life with Knowledge 

In My limited Form-Mind 

Striving for Wisdom. 

Ideal of All ~ 

People follow many different things, 

some follow Enlightenment ~ 

Yes, actually Enlightenment. 

Nuclear War Is Beyond 

the Human Imagination! 

UNDERSTANDING DHAMMA 

* 

even 

More: than Desirable 

Golden bleu ~ 

Shanti sea shore, 

bridges of breath 

* 

Aria of White Egrets 

I, will try to Understand 

Nyanaponika’s equi-libre. 

Dharamsala Impressions 

‘The Four Sublime States’ 

Fabulous attitudes ~
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Mozart 

Streams of Winter Snow ~ 

Emerging, from below the ridge 

Afternoon discoveries 

* 

Concepts of Pure Abstraction 

Senses of Luis Bunuel’s priorities ~ 

Eminent Enemies, surreal, open end. 

Aurora’s soft, spring green pavilions. 

* 

Dushenka 

Having deep respect & gratitude 

for Buddha ~ vibrations 

melting deep in my heart 

for you ~ Platinum Blue 

* 

Le Lac 

Les pêcheurs d’Angola, qui fument. 

Angels sitting on the face ~ 

of a jukebox 

Long legs ~ 

la dernière envie 

* 

Flawless Harmonies 

Without a trace ~ 

Shot of the Pali Canon. 

Cultivating Fields, 

perception of loving 

Kindness ~ 

Very delicate 

this job 

Porcelain listening
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Energy 

Prolongs ~ moments of the clouds and rains, 

her Heavenly Pavilion ~ Willow World 

Pillow World <<>>Cloud bursting! 

Fire and the Torrent ~ 

Lusciousness melting me, 

birds of silvery turquoise 

* 

Motivation 

Dissolving the Ego 

Distance, witnessing 

>>>:::<<< 

equanimity 

Just Watch it ~ 

Always being aware 

learning to be detached, 

expectation ~ just observe it 

Free ~ Flow 

Gliding, seven Bojangas on a lily pond; 

descent of Ultra Marine Sensations. 

Do I feel disappointed? 

Tatasta 

* 

The Clash 

that… then I got that… then that… then I got that… 

going on forever…. then that, then that, then that… 

So then, them, what comes next? NOW, BE HAPPY. 

First… Know thou Wisdom. 

‘No Loss’ ~ ‘no loneliness’ 

LIGHT TO LIGHT 

“Be happy, happy, happy, be happy, be 

Equanimity only when rooted in Insight”
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Goa 

Do it with Flowers ~ experiences. 

Cultivating a calm mind bouquet 

Observer, Sense of Sincerity ~ 

“The Wise discipline themselves” 

Detaching from Illusions of the ‘Self’ 

By experience… 

All subliminal sub*atomic particles… 

Sense of Solidity ~ Sense of dissolution. 

Mind/Ego gone; tuning to Vibrations ~ 

not afraid of Death 

not afraid to die ~ 

simply changing 

* 

Peaks 

MUSIC, while you walk ~ 

Medicine. Shepherd’s silence 

Waters ~ Ahimsa 

gliding Maroon Monk 

Odyssey 

Healer of births ~ 

Knowing Wild, Gold. 

Dhamma Artist trekking. 

This Is a superb path 

* 

Wild flowers of Triund 

High altitude ~ 

ladybird harmony 

Pacific motions ~ 

“You are living here!” 

Eternal gratitude. 

Loving
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Himalayan 

fancy spendin’ ½ an hour ~ 

photographin’ mountain sheep! 

ZOOMING 

* 

Khata 

Is a gift of white scarves ~ 

“It’s gonna take a lotta Love.” 

He lay on the back seat of a squad car 

bleeding from five bullet wounds! 

A policeman asked the routine question, 

“Do You Know Who You Are?” 

He could just manage to nod before he died. 

Then, I felt the time had really gone forever, 

when flowers bloomed in people’s hair ~ 

But today, I see Love is still with us, 

as the music of Tibet is still alive ~ 

“Stop cryin’, Stop cryin’ 

Baby, Please Stop Cryin’ 

You Know, I Know ~ 

the Sun Will Always Shine” 

The Dalai Lama’s portrait on the wall, smiles. 

Those of us who Know, the Dhammapada ~ 

do not wish to make Invasions, to destroy, 

or Conquer others, leaving only suffering. 

* 

An Appeal 

from the ‘Royal Society 

for Prevention of Cruelty 

to Carrots’ 

Wanting to be an acrobat ~ 

“She’s incredible Granddad”
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Colours of Wisdom 

“AS IS WHERE IS” 

“AS IT IS ~ SO IT IS OBSERVED 

AND UNDERSTOOD” 

* 

Me & Mine / Morality / the Rest 

India Illustrated! Nest of ~ 

Gwalior Suiting, the Latest! 

A Total joke, Gunga Din ~ 

Help, compassion you ask… 

Subservient, Krishna blue media; 

World warrior is still hibernating! 

A billion beggars, can’t you see? 

Just another holy, culture vulture. 

“Chelo, Chelo, Chelo, Chelo!” 

Yes, I am Equanimous, really ~ 

Gopi’s traditional flute tunes pawned, 

crippling opportunities at the Lock Sabha. 

Reluctantly, Prince Arjuna to lead the just fight ~ 

Numerous slick, desperate hustlers for one rupee, 

would sell, whose daughter and share of the crop! 

GOD BLESS THESE POOR SUFFERING SIGHTS. 

Virtue ~ would you choose to live forever here? 

India showed me how to appreciate my karma. 

* 

Magic 

When You Lose Something 

Precious 

Give Something 

Precious 

to someone true. 

Sojourns
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Making Light of It 

The Sound of Zen, snow falling. 

How Is It lovely friend? 

“Like a Trek in Nepal” 

Being, awareness of the difference. 

Singularity ~ Great Satisfaction! 

And the beauty of whatever comes ~ 

Snowflakes, chanting the natural graces 

of a Winter’s sky, from a 6-tatami room. 

The Ultimate Idea is ~ 

Joy of Non-attachment 

* 

Tibetan Spring 

Buoyant, fleeting strokes. 

A Buddhist band plays, 

‘High Light’ 

taking a load off your Mind. 

Quest ~ Coeur age. 

Seeing from India 

“How Lucky I AM!” 

“How lucky * I am” 

* 

Anatta Sun Light 

Beloved Natural Separation ~ 

light as waves, length of colours 

Crest to crests ~ Einstein’s molecules. 

“Matter and Energy are the same” 

Light form of electromagnetic radiation. 

Photons when light acts as Matter. 

Rotations of the eye & I to you 

for allowing me to serve ~ 

Equally important or not
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Opacity 

Chastity belt 

India staring 

Bombay, Stunt Man, shaking, 

Chanting, “Hari Krishna……” 

Crumbling, crumbling 

feeling everywhere ~ 

‘Advancing’ is more Open? 

You Are Free ~ will you Welcome 

a traveller from a faraway land 

by your fireside? 

Will you speak ~ 

with some basic intelligence or hide! 

More Open Is Advancing to where? 

Do You Baba have Absolutely 

any idea what’s goin’ on ~ 

with the World around you? 

* 

Space * Contact 

Try to be Aware of the Feelings, the Sensations ~  

changing cause and effect, senses being equanimous 

Be aware of the Feelings, Observe the Sensations ~ 

Trying to be Aware of this new sensation, the feelings, 

outside, inside the body-mind, climax ~ equanimous. 

Be aware of your breathing, current of air, frequency ~ 

Try to be Aware of Heart beats, beating, try to be aware 

of a point, to focus, concentration, to see mind’s game, 

creating its incessant illusions, making an Ego identity, 

so, there’s no stillness, silence, calmness to see inside  

and be Conscious
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Shiko 

A disciple and Poetical theorist ~ 

Suggestiveness of a Paper Lantern. 

Increases: evocative power 

to light a candle in! 

‘Sabi’ leaves the room. 

Induce him to undergo the experience himself 

Enhancing ~ in the Spirit of Haiku. 

Impurities terminate by equanimity. 

In the House of Fallen Persimmons 

At a Snow Viewing party 

* 

Ostrich 

‘Untouchability Is Untruth’ 

But you Live Like a dog. 

Optical Illusions ~ 

Caste of backsheesh 

Endemic corruption, shadows blame. 

Poverty makes them bark like dogs, 

uplifted rags by the track 

Your hygiene, fit for frogs. 

A dying man grins of shame, 

bring water daughter! 

Untouchability Is Untruth 

but you live like a dog. 

Officer! 

* 

Atmosphere 

She wore early morning Santa Barbara 

mountain eyes ~ 

Saw the pouring of her perfume. 

Refreshed sweet devotions
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Scattering Light 

Nature Is Real In Us ~ 

Read any book of Wisdom. 

Look at a sunrise, sunset ~ 

twinkling stars in the night sky. 

Not I, not me, not mine, Soul either. 

Cognition ~Perception ~Volition ~Feelings 

Tomorrow ~ & the next instant, of this Now. 

The REALisation of the basic characteristic 

of all phenomena as CHANGING ~ 

only Cosmic Molecules, dancing  

So, don’t get attached, personally 

to SUFFERING Conditions ~ 

All created from IDENTIFICATION 

to I, me, mine, my soul, in My Mind! 

A W A R E N E S S 

One has No Control over this ~ 

CHANGING, makes one realise 

from where comes our Suffering! 

That IDENTIFYING oneself 

with the thing CHANGING 

Is SUFFERING 

* 

Tender 

Song of Intuition ~ 

Wonder of a Buddha. 

Dear father I Love walking 

barefoot with you ~ 

through an Indian summer’s seaside village. 

A long, long road, maturing priestess. 

Noble silence’s pearls of wisdom. 

One room school house 

Truth is so beautiful
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Anonymous 

Someone Else’s Efforts ~ 

Please don’t Pollute Charity. 

Make according to Capacity 

That they get the Best Benefit 

according to volition for others. 

* 

It can be so good ~ No Bondage. 

Do not expect anything in Return 

Melting your Ego leads to Collaboration, 

Non-competitive credit, feelings not Robots. 

If you have tasted the fruits of natural Love, 

No Calculation, no narcissistic Imagination. 

Opportunities are there to share and care ~ 

Development is giving the higher Vibrations 

Cleansing the Mind, then realizing its limits.  

Going beyond finite mental-states to Free Space. 

* 

Rays 

The Welcome Star of Cosmic night 

You give delight ~ 

for whom your Sparkling eyes? 

Sky of dusk 

subtlety of musk, 

for who your Golden Radiance? 

I bow to Nature’s Law. 

By translucent beads of sand, 

glide majestic eagles high. 

Fine spun air ~ 

evening holds my hand. 

This Surrealistic blue of Calm, 

delicate as a Dhamma Lotus ~ 

evening sweetly strokes the palm
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Marg 

Kleptocratic Politics Is a dirty word, right? 

Educate beyond Bank Ruptures and debt; 

putting on their insatiable, illusory Show. 

Microchips, Laser beams, Artificial Intel. 

Vice-Roi’s computers to exploit every piece, 

Global monopolies of Cosmic star energies. 

Earning your daily bread chopping stones. 

Swamped by history, Corporate dishonesty! 

Workers and bosses, realise the past is gone. 

For God sake wake up to NOW ~ changing. 

Fighting all the way throughout a Life-time ~ 

Educate beyond the old ruling imperial classes. 

NOW ~ miracles for your children, nature! 

1776, 1917, 1984, 1999, 2008, all finished! 

Free our Livelihoods, the Planet Today! 

PTSD on Karma’s Electron Milky Way 

* 

Pound’s Amour Propre! 

Outsider ~ Expatriate Poet. 

“One would dance with him for what he might say” 

A Self-Propagandist 

against growing into any environment ~ 

on his later wanderings, restless energy. 

“I didn’t enter Silence, Silence captured me” 

NOT BEFORE HE UNDERSTOOD 

the NATURE of MONEY ~ 

Could he understand or write good poetry. 

Delusions of a Mandarin…. 

led a team of Poets to do the Winter’s sun.
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Ticket to Gaya 

Are the People BENEFITTING 

Purity or Craving? 

Goddess of Mercy, Kannon. 

Amaterasu Omikami (Sun Goddess), 

cords of plaited rice straws, illumine. 

Whose Wisdom is deep ~ 

Upagupta, Ashoka’s teacher. 

* 

Sravasti 

Observation of Feeling 

just realise ~ 

something happened 

then continue ~ 

Fruits from One’s Mind. 

Volition ~ Manifestation 

of one’s own quality. 

* 

Do You Think 

A Parisienne model snores? 

Morning ~ Meditation 

* 

When You Bow 

The Human Kingdom ~ 

living, nature reorganized, 

abstracted and Condensed 

Horizon 

Going for Inspirational elements. 

Experience of Sensations ~ 

Non-Attached * Understanding. 

Keep on listening to Dhamma, 

deeper meaning ~ equanimity 

Pools full of gorgeous Lotus flowers 
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Flurry of Fuji 

Geishas of the Pink Lotus teahouse. 

Camellia verandas ~ 

* 

A Zen monk whose specialty was painting. 

Moon viewing * light abstractions 

Perfectly ~ reflected in the pond 

* 

The Poet * Priest evokes 

Sense of great distance ~ 

Sense of metaphysical Space 

in a garden 

* 

Kyoto 

Saiho-ji: (The Moss Garden temple) 

‘Where the entire wooded garden 

is covered with over 120 species 

of Moss ~ 

Seen on a rainy day 

it has its own quietude’ 

* 

by extension 

flute playing in the desert ~ 

Karma, medium of all existence 

redeemed ~ 

Selections of Greek poems 

Sung Monochromes 

Shinzui beauty ~ 

a concept of Mu
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River of Life 

Making Love to my Mind. 

Water colours in Autumn 

then ~ 

swept over a waterfall 

and mystery 

* 

Concorde Chant 

Rituals 

Glinting, F16’s signal to the ground! 

Lights and sounds of Super Sonic flight, 

fumes and gravity of their pay loads. 

Air field nature, squeaking toads ~ 

Diving eagles on the bomber Pilot’s blue. 

A million rounds ~ Impressing, shooting 

bullets through and through. 

Burning skies, sparkle ~ 

from the Phantom’s wings. 

A million rounds, radar canon’s 

shells singing ~ “son this is the end of you” 

Right course, stop the bad vibes penetrating. 

A hard morale on a chained aborigine’s diet ~ 

Merits no harm of a dhamma land. 

* 

Hiuen Tsiang 

Being bent on enlightenment ~ 

Visits with feelings of Inspiration. 

State pilgrimages instead of 

Royal Hunting parties! 

For World Conquest by Righteousness. 

Dawn  

Inscriptions ~ of dewdrops
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‘Sumi e’ 

Sun Goddess to the ancients, 

quintessentially ~ whispering 

sensual ~ pagoda in Monsoon. 

Versatility of a pearl of water ~ 

Improvising, complete simplicity, 

humble to equal all. 

Suggesting of a Summer’s eve 

Intensity of a wave 

Illusion of Solidity 

Never Fear ~ 

only a shooting Star 

* 

Plainclothes 

Sooner the Better ~ 

evolve to Spiritual marriage. 

If one can’t become a monk 

become a husband ~ Still, content. 

“Clinging to the lowlands of Self” 

Holy Indifferent to You. 

Spending this Life-Time 

straightening that back ~ 

Fine ethics, factors of Virtue. 

* 

Sunfish 

the blue future 

just emotion ~ 

sketches of Ecuador 

“I like mistakes” 

Remains of a civilization, 

last aria, rich voices
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Ego 

She came gently 

to a friend’s open door 

her smile did Implore no more. 

“No need to play for us today thank you” 

(we don’t feel any urge to pay) 

Without a sound she moved away, may; 

please accept 25 paise and a happy day. 

But friend she didn’t even play! 

Except for the respect to see 

Our being in silence ~ 

not making a murmur of her presence. 

Her tune was a grace of blends, although 

her own experience and family depends 

on playing her harmonium. 

Oh, Mata dear, please let’s heal All Our Fear 

Oh, Mata dear, please let’s heal All Our Fear 

Oh, Mata dear, please let’s heal All Our Fear 

* 

Friends of an Anti-Fascist Family 

TATASTA ~ Particular mood 

Quietness, listening to the busy,  

busy World, exploding round about me! 

I Wonder what to say of Importance to Spiders. 

Such Eloquent Intellectuals! 

For what this Archaeological ~ 

scratching of Mind - Achievements, 

ordering purpose of Understanding. 

Incessant ego, Self’s Congratulations 

in every breath ~ 

How to write again what you want to hear 

and still live time in a spiritual community
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Birth of another day 

Aeon * shines 

Multi-coloured lanterns. 

A gypsy orchestra plays ~ 

Perfumes of nights and days 

deep inside ~ 

Otherwise equanimous 

Seductive Sorceress. 

Where is the dhamma 

well directed mind? 

* 

Rice 

Do you see a Fascist  

living with the poor peasants? 

Life can be so wonder full ~ 

“Young women spin on their doorsteps at dusk” 

* 

A Roman saying: “Nothing human is beneath me.” 

Hi Tech, AI. Virtual Reality! There is more life in a worm, 

invisible down below the ground  

holding with the Universe ~ 

Conscience 

* 

Savoring No-Self Food 

Do what you can, getting it together. 

Dhamma anarchist; it was on that day 

the Beatitudes were given ~ 

Intuition of a next time, be here now. 

Welcome ~ Gift of Life 

“Can I give You anymore…” 

Ahimsa joy, basically ~ 

Happy to share
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Née 

Darjeeling stainless moon 

shines the joy of celibacy ~ 

evaporating lust, hate, ignorance. 

So happy, Lama of waterdrops… 

Delight in teachings of the Buddha, 

Illumines deepest wisdom ~ System 

LOVING KINDNESS TO ALL 

Causes no fear, renounced, effect. 

On the veranda of births and deaths 

Conquer the angry wo/man by Love. 

Arrows gone, quiet trial by Waterfall. 

Silver combs sparkle in her hair 

* 

Days of Red Hibiscus 

Going to a fort of old canons. 

Cut stones, strength to hold it fast. 

Over hillsides, green to blue horizons, 

crossing planes of white, sandy touch, 

waves sounding in this deserted Eden ~ 

Villager’s boat; paddles across the river, 

takes what’s good for him ~ 

Views of old Portugal from 400 years. 

Time to tell, to come and see history. 

Garden full of flowers, refreshments, 

cool shades to permeate the mind ~ 

A Christian church inside these walls, 

finding touches of Albuquerque’s India.  

Mediterranean pure light suffusing Goa. 

Kingfishers taking flight
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Pentagonal 

I don’t need a mercy killing ~ 

When will those monsters disappear 

off the face of the Earth? 

‘Forewarned Is Forearmed’ 

meeting of two kindred spirits. 

A man of calibre ~ 

wearing a Mandala T shirt 

* 

Ses rêves 

A shack in the non-Anglo-Saxon world. 

Artists’ and writers’ colony ~ Rimbaud, 

“that no man or woman is a prophet 

in their own land” 

“Literature seems so puny and inadequate 

in the face of Life” 

Henry Miller, saintly friend, 

a great believer in relaxation 

but he was a creative artist ~ 

Enriched apples and oranges 

of a genuine humbleness. 

Tao elemental 

* 

Britannia’s Rules 

Awakening: Send the Royals (all of them) 

on a Baltic Cruise ~ missisle! 

The Waves ~ breaking 

Do You bring Liberty 

Do You bring even Wisdom ~ 

Do You bring some enlightenment 

from your thiefdom, slavedom, kingdom, 

Why Not, Why Not?
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Fullness 

Being complete in Itself ~ 

Man’s Highest Inner Strength 

Gems of Thought ~ open frequency 

He taught the Sublime States of Mind. 

Loving Kindness, Compassion, 

Sympathetic Joy, Equanimity. 

* 

METTA KARUNA MUDITA UPEKKA 

Excellent Abodes for Human Beings 

Providing All of the Answers ~ 

Tension Removers, Great Peace Makers 

and Healers ~ the Hate-less Ones 

sharing of Harmonious Community… 

Developing by conduct & meditation. 

Inseparable companions, boundless 

View their Qualities 

SUFFUSING DEEPLY into HEART SPACE 

Boundless Nature of these strong, spontaneous 

attitudes ~ All Barriers are broken down 

through the gradual extension of Love. 

The base of Liberating Insight ~ 

ME: THEE: ALL: BE: HAPPY 

‘Metta * Karuna * Mudita * Upekka’ 

Blessings of the Sublime States. 

Innate dangers of the others 

* 

Reflect on this Space 

Impermanent    True Nature      Ultimate Aim 

Dukkha, Suffering   True Nature      Ultimate Aim 

Unsubstantial   True Nature      Ultimate Aim 

Reflecting to these heights, Inclines the Mind and Heart ~  

Free Abundance with the Heart of Love
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dwells pervading the entire world. 

Everywhere and Equally 

* 

Heart Filled with Love 

Heart Filled with Compassion 

Heart Filled with Sympathetic Joy 

Heart Filled with Equanimity 

The Love of No Possessing 

No ‘I’ beyond conceptual finite mind-sets 

Boundless ~ Free ~ of all dualities, contrasts. 

Embraces all mental-states in Cosmic Space. 

Love Spontaneously ~ flowing to the Good 

& metta, sharing with those most in need. 

These seeds of Goodness ~ watered, grow. 

Fellow wayfarers ~ in this Our Existence. 

Same Law of Suffering throughout Nature. 

Love but not the Sensuous fire that burns! 

Sympathetic, comforting coolness, strength. 

Gives Sublime Nobility of Heart and Intellect 

* 

Understanding frequency, infinite SPACE. 

‘Love’ ~ Name by the Enlightened One: 

‘Liberation of the Heart’ 

‘The Most Sublime Beauty’ 

Highest Love to show the World 

the Path to ending Suffering ~ 

* 

The World Suffers 

Compassion Opens the door to Freedom. 

Makes Ego’s selfish, narrow Hearts Open 

As Wide as the World
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Once Released from Selfish Craving ~ 

Heals paralysis of the ‘Clingers to the Lowland of Self’ 

Boundless goal to Freedom 

* 

Mudita 

Opens Your Heart to Joy with Others 

Thoughts: Words: Actions, Rejoiceful ~ 

One Ray will rouse the Man from darkness 

to Noble Aspirations and Deeds ~ 

Release Joy IN themselves and share Joy’s direction  

to the hidden sources of Undiscovered Happiness ~ 

Teach Wo*men to seek the source and rejoice with others. 

Experience Within Your Power 

* 

Unfolding Dhamma’s heights ~ 

Sublime Nobility of Heart and Mind 

Understanding strength, ready to help, Noble Life ~ 

Securing Happiness, highest Joy to show the World 

a path leading to the end of suffering 

* 

Karuna 

Gives Rich Experience of the Suffering 

Giving the Strength to Realise ~ 

It’s coming here ~ Reconciliation 

our own destiny, hard life of others. 

Behold this Endless Caravan 

of burdened Beings ~ 

with Sorrow and Pain 

So, have I come to Know… 

The Heart Is Opened to Karuna 

One day You may cry for this Sympathy 

with others; Known Is Your Guardian.
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Where does One earn Sympathy ~ 

crying on the Wheel of Ignorance? 

Give to the Happy and to the Evil, Compassion. 

Knowledge of the Law of Life and Real Causes. 

The Cycles of lost, delusional Suffering ~ 

Compassion’s Foundation rising to Insight 

* 

Present Deeds foresee the Future ~ 

Compassion rising in the wise Heart of Serenity 

That Is Sublime Nobility of Heart and Intellect 

The highest strength of Karuna ~ 

to show the Path to end Suffering. 

* 

Upekka 

Perfect Balance of Mind ~ 

ROOTED IN INSIGHT 

Looking into Our Own Heart, seeing 

Life’s Powerful gripping waves ~ 

Ocean of contrasts ~ Changing Nature 

Rise & Fall ~ No rest on the constant waves. 

Where Is the Island of Equanimity 

for My Life to reach a tranquil Haven ~ 

to Perfect, Unshakable, Balance of Mind? 

Here, rooted in Insight ~ an Island midst the Storm. 

True Equanimity ~ regenerated from Sources Within 

The Courage for Renewal, Nature’s Insights ~  

Clearest Understanding of the Origin of All  

these vicissitudes of Life and the True Nature 

 of the so-called Individual exposed to them. 

** * ** 

‘The Four Sublime States’  Nyanaponika Maha Thera.  

Buddhist Publication Society, Kandy, Sri Lanka.
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Polishing the stones 

for an invading Mongol ~ 

horde welcomed in by kin 

to set ablaze the sky. 

I’ve seen the horizon burning, 

burning so many times! 

Burning to the stars 

and you want an account! 

From whom? 

Busy, busy Identity, Concocting Egos 

from another human’s Sacrifice ~ 

for Your holy God! 

I am on a mountain in a range of peaks. 

Electron perihelia 

* 

Sensations arising passing away ~ 

arising passing away arising passing away 

Nothing more in the garden is grown. 

Worldly persiflage visits on the winds 

blowing senses of desires, 

an omnipotence you think. 

But Awareness, realised within 

of Nature’s deepest 

course, not yours ~ 

Sensations, ever-changing body 

* 

Universal flows ~ 

Arising, passing away, arising 

passing away, arising 

In this instant now 

IS EQUANIMITY
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Realistically US! 

How can we take 

or how do they 

expect to be treated 

as looking seriously for Peace, 

for limiting nuclear arms 

Face to face with their challengers ~ 

When it PERSECUTES 

such a poor country as Nicaragua ~ 

and distorts with Fears and Lies and Crimes 

In the Minds ~ even of its own people 

* 

do 

I said, “hallo” 

to an Indian ~ 

and an Indian said, 

“Namaste” back to me. 

How far do you walk? 

* 

Intangible 

Quality of Essence 

Subject of Time ~ 

Can you program your computer 

with the algorithms of Mystery 

Can you invent a code, readout of 

 Unimaginable 

or find a calculation for Stonehenge 

building it with their hands each day. 

It is Living ~ Alive 

Can you conceive of the amount of patience 

that went into the making of the Pyramids? 

Relationship ~ Harmonic singularity
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Nature 

‘Cutthroat Trout’ 

Inner Aquarium ~ 

Ocean of Love, notion. 

Where are you swimming, being in motion? 

“The Spirit giveth and the Lord taketh away” 

Thanks, Big Sur 

* 

Accepted Life ~ 

as rain or sunshine. 

A letter on war… 

Definition of Fascism: 

‘A system of government characterized 

by dictatorship, belligerent nationalism 

and racism, militarism etc’. “No fear, bring it on!” 

Passion ran high in those days, who did You support? 

Everybody was not politically-minded! 

Determined to see open Space beyond mental-states; 

not to succumb to any form of mass psychosis. 

Who sang ~ “The World is what it is 

and not what we would like it to be” 

* 

Complete 

‘An Act of Faith’ 

then the Actual Experience. 

A complete act of belief. 

Relative ~ ripples below the surface of the season, 

Karma’s subconscious response, always changing. 

Hopefully not left acting at the end of the Cosmos. 

Being with your Lover touching by a sunlit river ~
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An Indian Heart 

Profit, cheating, clearing. 

Healing the Unconscious ~ 

John the Baptist’s alive Mind 

Healing the body, Jivaka. 

My Wife 

Healing on the subtle 

Level of breathing ~ 

Growing ~ in fullness 

Beautiful You. 

* 

Mind & Body 

I let it go ~ 

On its own 

I let it go 

On its own 

fine One 

In the air ~ 

I let My Mind go as it is. 

I let my body go, as it is. 

Just Open your heart ~  

It’s an old friend 

Full Awareness of the Spirit 

It’s an old lover 

She came to me ~ 

as a Loving Queen 

as a Loving friend, 

like happy children. 

A husband’s reflex 

Life and death ~ 

going on forever
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Born on the Rue Sans Peur 

Fief dome ~ which Fief; my Lord and Master? 

Known as a pretty town with a Model prison. 

Died without Issue ~ 

The richest paleontological strata in the World… 

He was the one who discovered the word, ‘Dinosaur’. 

A riot 

* 

Enough 

He had money 

Once… 

I Love the Sun ~ 

your mother knows 

* 

With Sita in the Forest 

For those who strive for the Quality 

of a Buddha 

dedicated to you. 

‘Anicca’ ~ always changing  

Closer and closer to the mirror 

Multifaceted reflections ~ Poetry 

* 

Persuasion 

Cars with wings for some and… 

keep those others desperate, hungry! 

Questions of whose 

Time ~ 

Straw hats 

in love 

Planting, planting, plantings
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Victoria Falls 

Not before Time ~ 

Why did you really come Master? 

Imposing Bwana’s neo-imperialism! 

How could you ever understand? 

When will you ever learn; 

whose AFRICA this is? 

“For generations my family come from the Niger!” 

Is the Niger on your white maps? 

Have you ever heard the drums, 

of Swapo villages, in the forest? 

Wonderful ~ dawn has come 

* 

Ngorongoro South 

In search of the Source 

of the Nile! 

A straight climb 

through hillsides of maize ~ 

Supreme wonders and beauties. 

The World’s 

greatest single preserve of wild life. 

Crocodiles, cranes, buffalo, stork ~ 

Welcome to the National reserve. 

Welcome the Raw beauty 

the Masai, the Rift. 

From a long day in the crater. 

Welcome ~ to a fishing village… 

Once the centre of Arab trade (in slaves), 

and from where the white explorers set up! 

Welcome to, Moshi-al-Tunya, 

‘Smoke that Thunders’
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‘La Carte’ 

I want to learn ~ 

the countries of Africa. 

Land of Amazing rivers 

ZAMBESI 

Great flooded banks ~ 

for a million, million gazelles. 

Blazing * Sunsets 

* 

‘River of Perfume’ 

Hue’s Blues ~ Lotus petals. 

“Now in dishonorable exile, 

in the United States!” 

Returning defeated 

from a colonial war ~ 

Perishables 

* 

Idea from a Holistic Vagrant 

‘Unemployment’, folks I’m just a conscientious 

objector. So, you’ve fallen on an easy number 

but I can’t serve cocktails to this hierarchy 

of reincarnated Nazis. Instead, I’ll live with 

the stigma of being on welfare and I’ll still be 

happy that the Fascists cannot see my poems, 

that Nicaraguan farmers and Soweto mothers 

read but which nobody has any time for here! 

The folks there never asked themselves why 

the USA. really honours most of the dictators 

in what they like to call the ‘Free World’ ~ Voila! 

* 

Awareness of India 

Awareness of the Full Moon 

Quiet forest
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Land of… 

‘FREE 

with 

$8 Pizza’ 

Sharp brain! 

* 

Canada 

You go to sleep ~ 

wherever you want  

to go to sleep in Greece! 

Mountains, continents of wood… 

cut everything, that was vital, green! 

Tall, ancient trees, the whole lots gone! 

They appear, and they disappear ~ 

Craving Gold Diggers! 

The World is hungry, 

desperate, let’s face it… 

They cleaned them all out, 

no pity in their metal veins ~ 

Your land is being raped; 

ask the Indians... 

No place to sleep outside ~ 

somebody owns every last drop! 

* 

Natural ~ be nature 

Living with a tribe in the desert  

Clear Awareness of Sand 

Destiny ~ ever changing time keeper. 

Universal, holographic spirals turned inside out. 

Growth, life, death, depending on your Awareness ~ 

Magic, perfect moment, inspirational union with Uluru.
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Warning: A Money Grubbing Capitalist’s Wet Dream! 

Hiroshima was an Anglo/American excursion ~ 

They had no feelings of guilt because they say, 

‘the grass grew there again the following year!’ 

See it coming, certainly it will not be any Accident. 

Breeding it for forty years, during the same time 

they had 150 famines in Africa! 

No excuses, you’ve seen it coming and you left 

it to the last minute ~ 4 3 2 1, Contact, Ignition! 

Make it clear to the lunatics at Supreme Command; 

try to keep calm and I’ll see you in hell. 

Mon Dieu! 

* 

Guatemala’s Indian Name 

This Planet 

This Country 

This Village ~ 

This Government 

This Family 

This Friend 

This Moment 

Is Infinitude ~ 

May I enter and share 

what I have of it? 

“Mucho gracias” 

* 

Public Obscenity Is being Naked! 

Default code, hereditary territory of Sufi trance memory. 

Fine lines of Obsession, transparent as Cling film. 

She’s lying with her arse and brains smashed ~ 

in the bulldozed, rose garden of a modern Safi!
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Campesina 

To you in your harvests of fruits 

of Life ~ 

Is this the season of sweet juices? 

You know what is said… 

“This Will Also Change” 

My words are truly 

Meaningless ~ 

compared to the actuality of being. 

How to share with you, the fleeting touch 

of these butterflies’ immense delicateness? 

Please accept this as a sign of friendship… 

Solidarity and a Union of beingness ~ 

within this Powerfulness of Nature’s dance. 

My heart Praises 

the courage of the Sufferers 

and Fighters of Injustice. 

My hands open to receive their tears. 

My mind works to make 

their wounds healed 

with Love 

* 

BE:::DO:::HAVE 

“Bodhisattvas ~ 

travel in the Spring 

* 

Pan 

Nakedness is Invincible ~ 

True Anarchy, is such a thing possible? 

Taking what you want ~ taking what you need. 

Can’t you leave it where it is? Plant real organic seeds! 

Non-violent héro, consciousness of Universal, free Spirit
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Black hole 

“I don’t know who you are but I Love You” 

You Should be very quiet 

when discussing escapes ~ 

A million healers working together. 

Reflections against tyranny ~ 

stillness on the Lac de la liberté 

* 

The Light Nubian 

“& Kino set a trap for hunger ~ 

Hunger was defeated” 

Desert songs of herbs & nymphs. 

The 1000 hand Bodhisattva dance. 

Feeling Life in dark energy Space 

* 

Blooming Diamond Chakras at Manasorovar 

Compassion’s Lake, my Mind’s quiet, not thinking incessantly! 

Prayer flags blowing over Lhasa city, Potala, spiritual elevation. 

At the highest altitude, bongs, bells, chanting, mantra sounds. 

Serene elation of “Om Mani Padma Hum” telepathic ringing. 

Girlfriends, got to let it happen ~ that’s what you’re doing; 

being Open in a Lotus, give and take, feeling her Magicness 

in purest, Prana dhamma. What great conceptions to carry 

in your Heart chakra ~ May they unite in the Minds of All. 

Living poetry, MahaYantras & Mandalas of still, calmness. 

Creating Peace, Sacred Mindfulness of the human Spirit. 

Samsaras, dreaming in Ulan Bator; circles of life & death. 

No evils to corrupt the ‘Mind’, from beyond is super clarity. 

People built Stupas for the bones of many murdered Lamas. 

No more Illusions, delusions; they’re dead, “Chelo the body!” 

“Communist bullets through the backs of their heads” - Genocide. 

Chinese proverb ~ ‘Man is born to die, woman is born to give birth’.
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La Famille 

An old man passed by on his bicycle. 

Movement ~ slowly, 

eyes of ages 

riding by a pink, harvest moon. 

Father ~ 

five sons and five daughters. 

Sweet pears 

* 

Progress 

What’s the price 

of a Human life? 

War 

Playing Hell ~ 

Setting up a battle! 

General Brutus 

what’s the price 

of a Human life? 

The Art of War! 

* 

Right Now! 

One man came into town, killed and raped indiscriminately!  

Imagine if it was a gang; it’s happening now in El Salvador! 

That’s even worse, how to stop that one? 

“Is there an honest man left in this town?” 

Oh, his brother and sister were hanged! 

Anything else you want your Dishonour? 

That’s what I call an Invasion of my-self. 

Munich, thrown into an unmarked grave. 

“You’re a man that makes people afraid”
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In the World of Ideas 

Sharks and Angel fish in a Paris nightclub. 

Gravity ~ Is this in the Public Interest? 

Does she have a Lover in New York? 

Waste a good question… 

The sorrow of emptiness ~ 

Coffee, soothing you at dawn. 

She buys me Sunflowers 

* 

Seahorses 

Negotiator 

Pathology des dogmatists. 

Violets in a glass vase ~ 

* 

Woman 

Attractive beauty. 

She told me she ~ 

had lost her child. 

I felt her heart  

* 

Finally Bread 

A wholesome thought. 

Good nerves, together, 

coming over the river. 

Shot the Illusions ~ 

Invisible histories. 

Engraving Time 

under the Sun. 

Today is ~  

a full moon
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Of Signals 

The Yoke ~ Yoga 

“We have Contact” ~ Communicating. 

“What does it mean to You?” 

Communication, ultra-deep space. 

“We have contacted which life force?” 

We have body, mind in touch. 

* 

A Drum in Flames 

“I Feel Like a loaded gun, ready to go off!” 

Everyone protected is a virtual prisoner. 

Putting out the misery, the mystery. 

That’s why you play the Blues ~ 

Putting a title to it, Great Giants. 

Africa, living, that’s where it’s free. 

Asia still evil, memories, US, Europe. 

Where have all the wild animals gone? 

Unbalanced ~ mad Fascists, American! 

Where are the Cherokee, all those Hopi? 

Australiasia, where are the dream timers? 

Russian gulags, where are the free spirits? 

Poets planting seeds in Nicaragua today ~ 

the people seem different, Viva la Vida. 

* 

Anonymous Sunburst 

Respecting 

Other’s 

Unknown 

Suffering ~ 

No more separation. 

No more strangers.
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Strikes 

Statistics are on his side. 

Where Is Your Mind? 

Now ~ how did it get here! 

* 

Send me the Rag and Bone man 

“If they throw a rock, pick up a rifle!” 

There are monsters killing your children  

“You got blood on your shoes” 

Goats bleating, across the wall. 

Just travelling with the spirits ~ 

* 

Consciously Dearest 

Fear of birth, touches the petals of my heart ~ 

Fear of me, touches the dreams, in my mind. 

Fear of Space, between us, touches my love. 

Fear of these marvelous moments, here now. 

Fear of the most amazing reincarnations ~ 

Fear of wonderful heroes, suffering in pain 

without really knowing; why? 

One day being worshipped as the ancestor who ~ 

Do you work for the system that’s got out of hand or 

do you make the system work for you and the Planet? 

Ask fb, Google, DARPA, Cambridge Analytica, Lucifer! 

* 

Luminant Callipygian 

Welcome to our Planet * Earth 

Someone told me once there are no shoulds. 

Finite cannot mentally grasp the Infinite 

by its very nature ~
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Breaking Up! 

When do you know? 

How do you know ~ 

“Au Revoir” 

“Au Revoir” 

* 

Shaman She  

did it to me…. 

What are the drugs for then? 

Altering ~ Your Consciousness 

Altering ~Your Sub-conscious 

Mind sets’ causes and effects ~ 

connecting the stranger beyond. 

Not much stranger than that! 

Desperate times 

Seem to be! 

* 

Dew bigger than the sprinkles! 

“What kind of fire leaps over an 8 -lane highway to torch 

a massive Walmart building which was fully sprinklered?” 

The fires are not natural, money is like meat, vegetarian monkey. 

Anti-Zionist-NWO-Satanic, anti-Conglomerate, Pyropsychopathic 

Kali grooming the Magic * One Shiva dancing in full heat! 

* 

Love Working for People 

She’s in the rizière ~ 

stooping, deep in water, padi fields. 

Looking at a green stork, drinking. 

Sounds, coming from the house. 

Sunburnt faces ~ 

working of people… 

The village quietens 

at dusk
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Glory 

Real produce from a social finca. 

I stand amazed ~ at these beans 

fresh ~ all the way from Nicaragua. 

In 1984 more people died in Ethiopia 

than in the 1st World War. 

Seeds for the future ~ 

Who is enduring? 

* 

 Des * Lilas 

Modigliani… 

Montparnasse 

Full nostalgie, mélancholie. 

Les mouvements des poètes 

Emigrating ~ across the river 

* 

Slow Motion Telepathy 

You get more burnt ~ 

when naked ~ 

bare by the Sun. 

More peaceful, 

are the lovers 

being Natural 

Creatures making lots of love. 

We were naked very often ~ 

Seeing something else 

I wouldn’t do it ~ 

If it wasn’t totally worthwhile ~ 

Lubricating photon holograms.
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Energy Grove 

It’s hard work being ~ a caterpillar  

A change of dimension ~ for me anyway 

Patterns on their wings, patterns on their canoes. 

These are the people who sailed them across Oceans ~ 

Travelling, multi-verse butterflies 

* 

Children of the World 

Being born, a Natural birth  

on a lonely beach, touching ~ 

beyond the mind * from the open heart  

dancing in the light with smiles inside ~ 

free flowing nature * makes us happy 

Dans ses yeux ~ bright new ribbons. 

She is the mother of our children ~ 

Young, fresh, lovely girls coming. 

Listening to women ~  

Knowing their real name. 

Lights in the rainy night. 

* 

Cosmic Real Eyes 

Going through the mirror of illusion to the other side ~ 

Into gardens of delight, giving loving kindness, compassion. 

Vibrations, energetic wavebands, tuning higher frequencies. 

Raising the level of consciousness, of all life in the Universe. 

Is that a light field of reality that you would like to share? 

The enlightened ones cared, dedicated their lives to Love. 

Not to War
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Bare 

Depths ~ 

depths of the World 

depth, taking everything off. 

Rising naked in Stonehenge 

Exaggerated, “Welcome” 

A gentle, naked druid woman, 

all the Time ~ teaching 

you to respect 

different dimensions ~ 

Strong for a strong wave 

* 

Meditator Meditates 

Tuning ~ Playing 

holding down, 

Letting go ~ 

Being Conscious of Energy 

The quarks, pulsars, strings ~ 

“I work with drugs” 

can make you high. 

“I must have been mad 

to have left you” ~ OK! 

Holding out a mudra 

* 

Where are you from Baba? 

I need drugs to work. 

No that’s not true 

Crazy child ~ 

“I Love Summer” 

LOVED to DEATH.
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Neptune’s daughter 

Did you ever see 

Leprechauns? 

Don’t abuse children 

down by the sea ~ 

* 

If I had brains ~ 

would I have feelings? 

Yeah, no doubt about it! 

* 

L’Amandier 

“Thus, have I heard” 

She means business! 

But, she’s got a heart ~ of Gold. 

Sleeping in natural power points 

honest, human support. 

Not an exile but a Hopi. 

Thus, have I heard ~ 

‘A still mind, like still water, 

yields a still reflection 

of what is before it ~ 

* 

Acidity - Alkalinity 

Oligopoly - Privation 

fear and depression, 

keep the middle path. 

Natural child birth ~ 

right numbers for Pachamama. 

Gaia’s harmony of brown rice ~  

papayas in Tegucigalpa, o.k. too 

In season
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Sat Speed 

Faster than Light 

Adjustments ~ 

horizon to horizon 

Big rockets 

* 

You 

Test of Insanity… 

Press the button 

back fires! 

Test of US. 

Democracy Is 

being able to say, “No” 

Suffering Truth until floating in Space. 

Think small ~ sensations of the head. 

Where are Sensations * Awareness? 

“You have beautiful eyes” 

* 

Bach 

“Healing vibrations of real flowers. 

Misery is a Universal malady. 

Breath is common to all ~ 

like the links between mental emotions  

and disease ~ that women who suffer 

from breast cancer 

not infrequently have had previous  

encounters with Melancholy ~ 

Stress is not the problem but how well 

we are able to handle our stress.” 

Psychoneuroimmunology & karma.
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Memories 

I’ll Love You as Long 

as the river flows ~ 

Got to Love them, 

to leave them! 

The Greatest trip 

I ever did 

* 

On T shirt 

My Bible ~ 

‘Non-Violent Writings’ 

“what would you like the most?” 

“To make you happy ~ 

Peace on Earth and Goodwill 

to All” 

* 

Is This Gabon? 

Embracing 

‘Art Currents’ 

Couldn’t you grow ~ 

Abalone in clear waters, 

not some White Elephant, 

Capitalist, Invading Godsend? 

Preparing for winds of RADIATION. 

Each hemisphere’s breathing, rhythm ~ 

Equatorial Karma, telling where is Reality! 

Dharma, passions of a Palestinian amour. 

“Welcome to Tasmania” 

What are we feeding on? 

Greeting five million hungry Lao, 

still more coming!
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Tough Is Tough 

And poets working ~ 

on the Unconscious mind. 

Rewarded from? 

Maybe everything with you is ok. 

Knowing how to think, right action. 

Expectation of anything not everything! 

Warmth of blue waters ~ softly lapping. 

Manitou Screams 

* 

Parsley 

Il remasse les coquilles ~ 

Advancing civilisation, run for your lives! 

The most gorgeous looking, 

in their hands ~ debilitating. 

She lives with a reincarnation 

of Mozart. 

He lives with a sociopath. 

Secret recipes ~ 

to stir the imagination 

* 

Balance 

Mantra lost 

“I’ve seen Nuclear Bombs, explode before!” 

Healing drugs and Varanasi’s burning Ghats. 

Quality of the clarity of crooked lights ~ 

and rose white crystals’ beautiful purity 

* 

Arctic Tundra 

Snow geese ~ 

Spring visits 

from Mexico 

and to breed
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Urantia  

Natural electric current flowing through 

Earth ~ the Arunta’s direction and Intensity 

varies with the Earth’s electro-magnetic, Telluric field. 

Solar and auroral activity, known as Earth current ~ 

What of etherical webs, communicator, Psychic mapper,  

uncovering, archaeology of the mind-sets of limited forms? 

As you pass over the land into dreamtimes of the ancestors ~ 

between consciousness & matter; spirit-historic grids of Culture. 

Yang loving Yin loving Yang 

* 

Full Filling 

Transcending our ‘Inabilities’ ~ Is Painful! 

NATURAL HAPPINESS * CONSCIOUS 

Gestures of Life ~ 

Passionate, a sense of humour. 

Transcending Conceptual-Limits ~ 

Marvelous waves ~ eternal smiles. 

Love’s desire 

* 

East Side Twilight 

Passing the Buddhist Mission, 

peeking into Tai Ch, in action. 

A man, parked in a wheelchair ~ 

asked kindly, if I would like a cigarette. 

Thank you, what’s your name? Dick. 

I Promised him a book of poems. 

Next time ~ we meet 

* 

Hotel Belle Helene 

Heartland 

Peace Movement 

Acceptance ~
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Sensual Arrivederci 

Décolleté, bellissima, enraptured, 

euphoria, dancing ~ approaching, 

voluptuous, alluring, exquisite body. 

The sultry atmosphere of l’Adriatica ~ 

Erotic, red fire, summer dress, at night, 

temptation, assignation; “ti amo, ti amo” 

Delicate, soft, gentle, light breeze, magic. 

The perfume of the sea, parfum des fleurs, 

profumare da mare, profumare di fiore. 

Seductive invitation to a Jasmin tango ~ 

passion on a full moon’s violet midnight. 

So sexy, no other, alone; “Amore, Amore!” 

Touching her extraordinary smooth, olive skin. 

Joyfully smiling, deep happiness, feeling inside. 

Gorgeousness in her ecstasy, everything seems 

as if it is for the first time, in Love’s divine unity ~. 

Heart beats, hearts beating in excited synchronicity. 

Losing myself in you, in trance, music, sweet romance. 

“I Love you with all of my heart” 

Mia Amorina 

* 

Crete 

Ancient priestess 

Minoan pictures 

Thea, holding two snakes. 

Beautiful breasts 

No doubt at all ~ 

As if a frieze came 

from off the wall, 

shining like a bright Torch…. 

A wedding at the shrine of Kazantzakis
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Truth & Untruth 

“To be in a minority of One 

doesn’t make you Mad” 

I Understand How ~ 

I don’t Understand Why! 

Greetings my friend ~ 

* 

Fungi Canon 

Sensitive to Life ~ 

ejected to fresh pastures! 

Missiles of spores, microscopic worms ~ 

beyond the Ring of Repugnance. 

Completing the cycle of their life, 

inside a cow 

* 

Glad Death 

Epidemics, tooth-decay, 

Cancers, heart-attacks… 

Greed and Nationalism! 

#1 Killer. 

Are you afraid of your own arrogance? 

Ignorance, suffering beyond belief! 

This Insanity of the developed world! 

Another Victim, technological advance. 

War of fertilizers, Round Up, Pesticides. 

Who is in possession of this diabolic hell? 

Yet another victim, agricultural, farmers’ suicides! 

‘GMOs (genetically modified organisms) are 

novel organisms created in a laboratory using  

genetic modification/engineering techniques’. 

Famine is a Crime ~ Beatles need the fungus, 

fungus needs Beatles. Scattering spores abroad. 

Natural balance
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Propaganda 

It wasn’t Paranoia only a tick! 

We’re Surrounded ~ The Devil Is 

Fear and Spies of Brutal Force. 

Tortured horribly my friend 

and broke my lovely gift ~ 

Paperweight from Murano. 

* 

Important 

“Not Staying Alive ~ 

but staying HUMAN!” BELIEVING 

Universe Inside of Your Heart 

Waves of Love ~ to the Infinite. 

BELIEVE 

IN CREATION ~ born humanely. 

FEEL IT LIVING IN YOU 

Flowing by the Moon 

ATTENTION. 

“Where did they get you?” 

“Do you Know Where You Are?” 

“Do You Know How Long you’ve Been Here?” 

“Do You Know Why You Are Here?” 

Waiting at the Ministry of L O V E ~ 

* 

ZORRO FULL 

City People kept in their Place. 

Needs an Army in the Country! 

Green Revolutionary ~ 

New Seeds and New Techniques, 

But the same entrenched officials.
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CHECK OUT the IDEALS of ASHOKA and NOAM CHOMSKY 

Data Processing programs help to hide any Royals on the Take. 

Data Processors manning the Wall; who’s the cleverest of them all? 

Given us Programmes so that our Royal Stall persists 

a little longer and keeps all these ‘subjects’ wondering 

what goes into making this normally, wicked concoction. 

(Imagine if the folks could only guess what transpires!) 

They’ll believe only what they’re fed by us. Hypnotise. 

Programmed as the Gospel from Absolutism’s royal lips ~ 

who woofed down lavish Cakes made of People’s slavish lives.  

This Staves the Soul of any memory, don’t question a hierarchy! 

Your Poisoned System splurges gossip and gives us racing tips, 

Christmas dinner forecasts, watching, silent grief at a Cenotaph! 

Feeding out Your Propaganda for Our Memories and Identities so 

no one will Know these Gross Rulers, who Stole the whole Show! 

Giving the People a fake Memory of what You want will keep raising 

Your orders up to the Big Top; writing new myths for these times ~ 

They’ll accept it, grow with it as Natural if fed to them long enough. 

Give ‘em all a free TV. License and jobs supporting Lucifer’s Elite! 

How Long has It been diabolically mooching Now your Highness? 

Eventually they’ll swallow it those who don’t we’ll put in the Tower! 

The King is dead long live the King! Long live Conscious Humanity! 

Served undemocratic recipes, eating it as an accepted part of Reality, 

as long as their Judgement’s kept Limited to the basic menu de jour, 

as provided to them; our secret ingredients, keep populaces enslaved. 

My Lord and Psychological-warfare Master, who are you serving? 

What Cynicism, greedy selfishness by which you choose to captivate, 

rule over your brainwashed, ignorant subjects; new, Global fiefdoms!
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Perspectives in All Languages 

Intentions (Mental Objects*lighter shades). 

The subtlety of a little darker ~ Contrasting. 

EQUANIMITY of SENSATIONS 

“My ambition is to buy a tractor!” 

Poets Against <>The BOMB! 

Touch and go ~ go and touch. 

PRACTICING WHAT YOU PREACH. 

How Strong is Human Faith in You? 

Am I an Emotional person ~ 

Spending all my time keeping my sanity! 

* 

What if I tell you - To REALISE 

I AM NO SUBJECT of YOURS, I’M NOT YOUR OBJECT! 

Meanwhile you help yourself to All the Pie and say that, 

‘We’ll find ours in the sky, in Heaven, if we only conform’ 

Just through SUBJUGATION is Your Lordly place existing. 

Your persisting royally, in this farce is a National Disgrace! 

Don’t bother to feed us any more with your Power dramas, 

Indoctrinations of Your Greed, Gluttony and Unjust Cruelty. 

You maintain the ILLUSION of Benevolent PERFECTION 

IN the EYES of the PEOPLE. NO Blemishes NO Criticism,  

NO Dirty, Rotten SCANDALS or SATANIC Assassinations. 

A History of DEMONIC REGICIDE. Nothing but a Glossy 

PUBLIC RELATIONS Machine. Not Letting HUMANITY  

Get too Close to the Pretence, Seeing the QUEEN HAG Naked. 

See what a poor, Ignorant DELUDed, PSYCHOPATH-Game  

You’re playing, to MAINTAIN sitting on a THRONE of Pain. 

IT CONTAINS not a MOMENTS WORTH of GRACE.  

TO ONE BORN FREELY ON EARTH. IF YOU ASK 

Allegiance, I’ll Vomit your cake into your face! 

I’m Free of your INSANE demands, commands!
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RICH GET RICHER - POOR GET POORER 

Still the same Old linque, indebted Politicos. 

Peasants survive and figure it shrewdly. 

Suspicious of Governmental ‘Programs’ 

Finally Mr. Scientist, word came through 

on your Agent Orange, GMO. Seed Varieties. 

“Give them a Chapati; by God, they’re Starving!” 

Robber Barons are at it again, sinking profits into 

their other off-shore, tax haven, business Ventures; 

More, More, More; like good Capitalists Everywhere! 

Nothing’s going back into the land, Green Revolutionary. 

You make it seem like we Campesinos are incapable 

and that we must rely on charity! Truth is the opposite. 

Fiat money, what is the Motivation of those Green backs? 

The World Is All for them to exploit; they are entitled to it! 

Have crazy multi-dimensional Slavery. The most inhuman. 

We are living on less than the minimum calories, salaries; 

what interpretations do your ‘Energy depts’ make of it all? 

‘Select Committees, Land-Lord bias, Development plans, 

Lobbyists, Experts! These sociopaths and torturers are mad. 

Psychopaths running the system, loaded against small holders, 

simple people, the workers, Pachamama. Didn’t you hear yet? 

* 

SMALL IS REALLY BEAUTIFUL 

Why do you destroy the very Beautiful ~ 

Stranger what is this disease you bring? 

Corrupt Power <<>> Hungry Congress  

RICH GET RICHER 

AND THE POOREST GET A LOT MORE POORER! 

Our Dependence on your Chemical Agri-business Culture. 

You will let my family die if it suits your Master’s Plan! 

Irony of these ‘New Miracles’ from ‘Developed Nations’
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The end of the day, it’s winners and losers, risky business. 

In which way exactly are you DEVELOPED, Senators? 

Mr. President serving abominations of Conglomerations? 

The poor have to sell more land and borrow;  

just being in-Indentured, servitude, enslaved. 

Its survival in these times of World Progress! 

* 

INEQUALITIES of PRACTICE 

Agri-Culture is the Culture ~ 

of people living on the Land ~ 

Gaia, the Mother Earth ~ Pachamama. 

Demonstrating savvy of a ‘New Combine’. 

Praying for harvesting your crop, all nurtured from nature. 

Intensification of suffering; army’s killing famiies. Steals It! 

Wait Quietly in Obedience, Your Lord on high will give you 

the Official, Catholic Savings; your sins will be wiped clean! 

Same mad old Politicos, same tricks, same corruption, bribery! 

Same Neo Imperialistic, brainwashing, psychopathic Techniques. 

* 

Growths to FEED Stock, on an Index of the International Markets. 

Targets founded along American lines. Expansionist, say no more! 

We don’t want your Agent Orange, bonds or GMO. suicidal seeds. 

Investments, Commodities, Motivation of Yields, only for PROFIT! 

Wars, the bottom line: They Want to Control it All, every last atom. 

Ethics of Luciferian-Capitalists? Gain regardless of any consequences. 

Totalitarian, Global Conglomerates, World Power-Monopoly cabal! 

Domination, Now; Who Trusts Whom? Not even for Pachamama. 

Do you even Trust Your Self or really Respect these simple People; 

Democratic, Human Rights or only Genocide; Nature’s sacrifice? 

Why this history of Killing, murdering, subjugating the Peasants?  

It’s their land, what’s left of it, after being Invaded and conquered! 

Why? How do the Rich get exponentially Richer with impunity?
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How do the Poorest always get financially Poorer still? 

The sociopathic manipulation by Elites’ Controls of Power. 

Regressive, Repressive, Oligarchic, fake Government’s Policy! 

Conquered by Fascism: “Give us It All and your children too” 

Disenfranchised, faults lie in Social Structures of Distribution. 

Any Plans for Changing such basic inequalities Mon seigneur? 

Common Sense must be Organised at the ROOTS 

** * ** 

Harvest of Destruction 

Behind the scenes of Nature. 

Mahogany cut for Germany ~ 

Transported down the New Road. 

Massive Environmental changes! 

Constructed an outlet to the Pacific ~ 

Economic forces of the jungle, so terribly exploited! 

Fastest growing (Democratic) Governmental policies! 

Filling their warehouses, all about making them Money! 

“Oh boy is there going to be a Revolution in Brazil” 

“Oh boy is there going to be a Revolution in Brazil” 

Paved the way by Innocents, a logging super highway. 

Dependency on Exports, dependent on F.T. Index. 

The Indians want to come and say, “Hallo friend” 

First contact; Welcome to our World, our home. 

Their Needs, newly created and Provided by 

the commodities and Futures of Wall Street. 

* 

Most Wonderful Amazonia 

Just a glimpse of them ~ amazing! 

So much jungle was burnt that year 

(Area the size of Portugal) 

What have we lost ~ 

What have we lost?
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“No Indians live there!” 

Who’s seen this Official Map ~ 

Redimensioning all the Originals, Indians, aborigines? 

Again and again ~ ‘the Plan’ is to take over their land. 

“Oh boy is there going to be a Revolution in Brazil” 

Another Unrealistic, NWO. Global Capitalist Policy. 

No small holders benefiting ~ So what? 

Farming Against the Amazonian Jungle! 

How about the heritage of our Planet? 

Making it a burning Failure and smoking tragedy, 

the suffocation, subjugation of your beautiful family. 

This Bio-Eco-System was very Vulnerable (to Man)! 

Impoverished, truly deserving people, came for Hope ~ 

but Your migrant planners are not adapting to the forest. 

Official Plot, Unrealistic, unscientific, unworkable scheme. 

Senor, Governor you were Prospecting then and didn’t leave  

enough time; deciding only for the richer, global corporations. 

Who Will Gain from this slash and burn fund? 

The Amazon Is on Fire, Amazonia Is on Fire! 

* 

There Is No Ecological Account 

Cutting our Earth’s lungs out with a chainsaw! 

No reverence for a trillion year sophistication ~ 

A four year Plan! A wasted crime. You lost; most 

of the nutrients were there, washed away in the rain. 

Standing by while our World Is raped by evil forces! 

“Oh boy is there going to be a Revolution in Brazil” 

“Oh boy is there going to be a Revolution in Brazil” 

Sea breezes relaying clouds of cooling vapour 

Water falling ~ through the trees, top canopy, 

reaching to the soil, producing Nutrients, life! 

All this feeds the animals, birds which help again
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the forest cycle grow and reproduce. Absorbing rain ~ 

clouds, which feed another essential link of this chain. 

Deforestation cuts the trees holding the moisture ~ 

soil and nutrients and growth and seeds and food, bees  

and animals and birds and plants ~ for propagation. 

There’s No carbon dioxide for the World to breathe ~ 

No rain cycle to regenerate ~ Nature’s equilibrium force. 

They’re washed away by greed’s craving Power, Comprendez? 

* 

THEY’RE BURNING THE AMAZON 

They cut a Cash Cropping, price per cm~ 

Consumer rising, blasting a road through her. 

Where is your vision, her heart is destroyed; 

where was your sense of Human potential? 

Were you only hypnotised by this Capitalist mirage? 

Pachamama is being tortured ~ Nature’s terrible screams! 

Couldn’t you assist an adult tree to grow up into the Canopy? 

Now there will be no food for the animals who live here with us. 

One tenth of the World’s species ~ Interlocking Equilibrium. 

Protect a seed, where’s the light, where is the innateIntelligence, 

what is growing Inside of you? Is it only insane ego, Corruption? 

“Oh boy is there going to be a Revolution in Brazil” 

“Oh boy is there going to be a Revolution in Brazil” 

* 

Of course they will name it, the Dow Jones Highway. 

Swarming Army ants; who gets to eat whom ~ preying  

on each other. Scientists Radio tracking, ‘beep beep…. 

endangered, jungle birds. Artificial Intelligence programs 

on stranded monkeys lost in real-time, stressful situations! 

Meanwhile Amazonia disappeared without a murmur, bleep! 

Was it worth so much destruction for your coffee, cropping,  

International Profiteers? What’s happening are you asleep?
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And who will buy this product from you now? Why…  

did you abandon and ruin this land, Senhor Governor? 

* 

Frontier town epidemics have killed all the Indians. 

Half the tribe died from measles, they needed time ~ 

to prepare, to understand your invasion! 

Here was Man’s most precious heritage ~ 

Inheriting, nature’s codes on how we became ~ 

who we are as a Whole. Now its all gone down 

the Über Road to the money box, Banco Mundial. 

Organically it’s more precious than any Treasure house. 

They were all blissfully naked, this was LIFE, ALIVE! 

HOW WILL WE EVER KNOW, NOW, this SPACE? 

“Oh boy is there going to be a Revolution in Brazil” 

“Oh boy is there going to be a Revolution in Brazil” 

* 

The Amazon Is On Fire! 

Now harvesting all the expensive wood; Rondonia is 

slashed to pieces, destruction of a once rare beautiful place. 

“We lived on the headwaters” The Indians are coughing. 

The Indians are Despairing ~ 

The Colonists have lost Hope! 

Our (New) bequeathed land ~ 

cannot Produce enough; Adios. 

* 

All this Science but we’ve lost the Amazon! 

Biological Communities have disappeared ~ 

Unprotected soil; Laws favoured exploitation! 

Cloud picked up by satellites, 

we knew the Modern View 

but let her slip away ~ 

‘The Amazon Is On Fire!’
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“Our land was never able to be productive enough” 

Fault of a Policy: or was it always a Conspiracy? 

“Oh boy is there going to be  a Revolution in Brazil” 

“Oh boy is there going to be  a Revolution in Brazil” 

Trustee, who put this Treasure into your Care taking? 

The World’s Greatest and Richest factory of Life, gone! 

Her Cosmic energy from the natural 

* transpiration of the Sun * 

* 

Patterns of Neo-Colonisation -Taking 100% 

New Dependency, campaneros: As Persian Gulf, petrol and gas! 

Where is your wonderful Bio - Mass - $elf-$ufficiency policy now? 

A New Financing Regime, Kleptocratic, dictator Governor wants  

a new Cash cropping environment consuming Amazonia’s ashes ~ 

Devastated, burning our futures, perished stocks of the rarest wood! 

Scare-city making Highest prices, for whom, of extinct, chainsawed, 

Mahoganies, Cherrywoods! Thousands of years, slashed, cut -down! 

How to pay our Global Debts to Banks of International settlements? 

Metamorphosing, Giant Caterpillar bulldozers, dynamite, blasting! 

The Sacred AMAZON gone to ASHES! 

* 

Emptying the horizon ~ Plants for Cash Crops, 

add a billion cows! Producing beef ~ Slaughtered! 

Corporations slashed MILLIONS of hectares for it. 

They also say that there is nothing new under the Sun. 

When will we see some SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY? 

On a toxic New Moon! Polluted, poisoned Mother Earth. 

This air is breathed All around the Planet, Sustaining LIFE! 

Psychopathic, Internationalists of Wall street syndicates, cabals, 

Conglomerates, Consortiums You are Choking us ALL to death. 

GENOCIDE of a million species, Adios, vaya con dios!
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Nowhere to breathe 

No Man’s Land of multi-national Corporations. 

Run for your Life Africa, Canada, India, Siberia! 

Who can remember the Amazon? (Indigenous natives). 

No empathy unaware, certain Men in Power, with no feelings! 

‘Deforestation’ ~ Cut it all down, burn it, Kill it; Own it, sell it, 

let me have every deed! The last rights, recorded by a Satellite; 

Science’s Virtual realities, algorithms, developing, modernising! 

Civilisation of Amazonia by inhuman Monsters! 

You gave us another barren, artificial Moonscape! 

Primeval ~ as before there was lovely harmony, 

Indians harvesting, respecting life, no corruption. 

Can’t last forever, Colonisers bleeding each tree ~ 

twice a week: Exploitation without demolishing, Chief! 

No threats! Does your Ignorant, rapacious Government 

know that this bark will fight Malaria and much more? 

Most of our food is grown from the families of Alive trees! 

Your Government’s Cash Crops, Orientation is towards ~ 

telling the Amazonians to buy their food in Supermarkets! 

Safeway, online Amazon, completely destroying a culture. 

$i, si predators, it’s one of many delicate balances of nature! 

No organic seedlings from this Government, only want meat; 

Importing Foreign GMO, products, what we’ll all get to eat! 

Is Nature appreciated in your Spirits, Minds and Hearts? 

All in natural beauty. 

* 

Economica 

Financial destroyer of a Continental Forest! 

Bulldozers do it Faster, with more ease. 

No Conscience/Unconsciousness! 

Dark Magic’s satanic spells, tragic. 

Was it all an Illusion of the Matrix eye ~
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Greatest of Rivers ~ Pachamama flowing wild. 

They’ve left a few kms. of steam engine tracks… 

for tourists, AMEXers. You have lost the Jewel! 

Once self-sufficient transport, now it’s disappeared, 

gone over to Imported Fuels! Another burning wasteland! 

One fifth of the World’s forest was the incubator of LIFE 

* 

This Efficiency of a biological Community ~ 

completely washed up and All the Indians 

are being REDIMENSIONED ~ 

What do you have growing Inside of you, your Mind? 

National Government Policy for Exploitational Power. 

Washed it All away, only Greed instead of planting seed. 

Gone the Greatest Forces of a Super Natural Culture! 

VALUABLE to HUMAN, VULNERABLE TO MAN! 

Haunting Music from the depths of the forest. 

* 

(From, ‘Decade of Destruction’ Central TV. January 1984) 

** * ** 

Übermensch - Where Robots Roam 

Lucina, advanced Product of Social thinking. 

Sharp Minds > Cutting Out < any Violence! 

Awareness of attending to labouring Women. 

In a Lake of tranquil sensations ~ developing. 

ALWAYS GENTLE * TOUJOURS GENTIL. 

Erasing, Craving and Ignorance ~ from your Ego. 

FAITES PAIX * MAKE PEACE 

In the name of Love, Light and Harmony I ask.. 

In the name of the Spirit of Immutable Change ~ 

Ever since, you’re so fascinated by Nature’s wonders. 

Evolution of Human beings ~ Not Control Programs! 

Having a MIND to MAKE LIFE HAPPY for ALL. 

Freeing from the Matrix ~ liberation to Infinite Space
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Aubade 

From your sweet lips to your lover. 

The yellow essence of Summer ~ 

Your right to refuse to Kill. 

“You are not my prisoner” 

* 

The Subconscious Undercurrent 

Life stream is the creative energy free flowing ~  

through sensations, essential for the human being to live. 

This also dictates how we react to the outside perceived objects… 

with craving or aversion? This blind reaction from the deepest levels 

of the mind continues our ignorance and we create more negativities 

and defilements, which in turn effects how we react to the next cause. 

We then continue on this Karmic wheel of ignorance and suffering ~ 

If we become Aware, equanimously of the Sensations on our body/  

mind, realising their illusory nature always changes, this allows us  

to Free ourselves from this chain of reaction and for the defilements 

to be expelled from the deepest levels of our Mind ~by detachment. 

Changes without any personal input through practice of Dhamma, 

Vipassana meditation. Its awareness will lead to a harmonious life. 

Trust this wholeness of life and be happy with no paranoia or fear. 

Knowing also anything can happen anytime ~ that this lifestream 

will leave when its time is right. Relax accept this natural existence, 

let it naturally flow, just be here now ~ enjoy the wonders of Life 

* 

INASMUCHAS 

Sign of a wealthy personage ~ 

Life is what you can really afford, 

to Live with * magical blue Tulips. 

“Being Love and You will be Happy”
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Anicca Observation 

Feeling the body with the breath. 

‘Naturalist’ 

Sharper >:< Free Flow. 

Remain Equanimous ~ 

Remains of Equanimity 

Always changing ~ Inside * Outside 

some don’t know, ripening happens. 

Your whole body is sensationalised; 

Your Mind too ~ You’re complete 

with Equanimity, Impurity goes ~ 

Bowing down to tingles in the toes. 

Why do I Feel disappointed? 

Do you leave a Temple craving? 

The generation of those Vibrations and effects ~ 

Children’s Inspiration ~ reason to understand. 

The Essential is of continuous changing ~ 

Not ‘Mine’, I craft not with Sir Ego. 

Dissolution in the waves ~ 

Surfing dharma’s frequency. 

* 

Revolution to benefit others ~ the true Motive. 

By dissolving your own ego ~ Revolutionary. 

Essence of Life ~ starting to become Aware. 

Working on ~ deeper meanings ~ Artful. 

Hypnotised having no control over Mind. 

Go with Truth making Merit. 

* 

“ARE THE PEOPLE REALLY BENEFITTING?” 

“WHAT CHANGE HAS COME INTO THIS PERSON?” 

Clarity of the Illusion of Craving and Aversion. 

If caught up how can you take the next step?
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Forgive and Progress! 

Everyone ~ understand properly. 

Stop bad vibes penetrating. 

Understanding always ~ 

“this will also ~ change” 

Life Is Simple ~ 

sharing loving kindness  

from the Heart 

* 

Blaise Cendrars 

Full of the Adventurer 

Born 1887, Hotel étrangère, Paris. 

Prophetic beginning, a stoker. 

‘Prose du Trans-Siberian’ 

Magic of the Orient ~ 

he never begrudged, 

the other's expedients 

* 

Nothing Artificial 

Served in the carnage 

of the Champagne trenches! 

Where did you leave your right arm? 

Adventurer & poet ~ unflagging verve. 

Fortunately, at the time leading the vagabond life. 

From his old valise…until his death ~ stroke! 

* 

SURpriSE 

An African, a child, an Orchid 

Recognition! 

“What’s the sound of one hand clapping?” 

Listening to nothing ~
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Giving Amnesty to the Illuminati 

Help to Liberate the Queen! 

‘Liberate the Royal Family’ 

‘Liberate the black Pope’ 

Bought and paid for bent Politicians ~ 

Are Political Prisoners, on Your behalf! 

Their ‘HUMAN’ Rights, absolutely denied mate, 

for a Political Objective, that’s suits only the elite! 

‘Liberate them from an Undemocratic Imposition’ 

Liberate them from their own Autocratic Injustice: 

Their God-given rights to have Human Equality: 

to speak freely, to think freely, to act freely; 

taken away in the name of some false duty. 

Democratic-Monarchial, dictatorial subterfuge! 

Figure heads hung in gilded cages not on pikes! 

WTF. FFS. Let them go and let us go too! 

Free 

* 

“Fools barge in where Angels fear to tread” 

Bail out bitterness ~ Kiss Vortex. 

It’s there even if you can’t see it ~ 

I’d be so lucky to tell the difference. 

* 

Beauty needs 

Serenity in your eyes ~ 

It makes me human. 

When you were Conceived 

they must have been 

Amazingly in Love 

that moment ~ 

Free is free 

Exquisitely
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Poetess in tranquility 

Aspects of gorgeous, beauty. 

Passive, quietly admiring ~ 

A sensitive poet, relaxing 

softly, on soaked moss 

‘Poetry is not merely an art of expression 

but a Spiritual discipline’ 

* 

The Realisation of your Perception 

Empathy, mirror neurons, a taste for fairness, 

helping others, reading other people’s minds ~ 

programmed to Mimic other people’s brains & feelings. 

Most sophisticated Instinct is to Communicate, 

the Language ~ Not as Slaves to Our Instinct! 

We Learn, We Reason, We Choose 

Instinct is not thinking, judging It! 

And who’s protecting your genes sweetheart? 

INSTINCT > REACTION < CONNECTION. 

Rising consciously above our Instincts. 

Transcending morality, mortality ~ Spirit 

* 

Birth of Venus * Showers of * Scarlet Roses 

CO OPERATE ~ RELATIONSHIP ~ SMILES 

With Tahitian beauties and Gauguin in Paradise. 

Natural ~ be nature, clear Spirit, 

awareness of the sands of Time.  

Destiny, ever changing time keeper 

lyrical, harmonic, poetical life, divinity. 

Jemanga, sea goddess, eyes popping out of your head! 

Natural abstracts, symphonies, harmonies, Primavera ~  

celebration, escaping to paradise; refused a Christian burial. 

Riot of Colour * Light to Light
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Evaporation ~ Shades of blossom 

Out of the kindness of their hearts. 

Successive waves ~ les libérateurs, 

a group of poets on the themes of Love. 

Realising the conceptuality of Equanimity. 

Feeling closer, la historia del’amor, Lucia. 

Heart’s full of nature, your Lover is a poet. 

Wandering in the Spirit of haiku ~ 

discovery of strong undercurrents. 

A Taoist classic ~ egoless nature, 

portraying visually, beautiful scenes, 

invoking magical spells of Chinese sage recluses. 

With rare beauty, increasing sensuality, homage, 

many lovely courtesans and the troubadours of peace. 

* 

Condensation L'idée d'égalité ~ Ocean Lagoons 

‘Worldly’, hampered the set mind to unwind. 

The mystic scenery evoking poetic memory ~ 

Heart’s content, distant, supernatural element. 

Was living simply, then, a carefree life? 

Pleased about their rice plants, light hearted. 

Finding a small chai shop in a remote district. 

Lifelong wandering, playing in waves on sunny days. 

The shadow of a flashing butterfly ~ sweet caress 

Children are wonderful, their true innocence. 

Readers must use Imagination ~ Ideograms. 

Brevity, concise qualities, nature and classical 

communion with a memory, emotions entangled. 

Sharing the same attitude of life and Inspiration 

Sensitive inviting a lover on a short epic journey  

Like the heart a poetic mind ~ gentle, originally. 

Befriended at a noted zen tea master’s residence ~ 

Travelled far to meet them, far away from home. 

The God enshrined * Immersion in Nature 
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Visiting ruined Temples with a spirit artist. 

“Everything he sees becomes a flower ~ ” 

“Everything he imagines becomes a moon” 

Occurrences along the forest road ~ Creator. 

Submersion within nature, haiku at Ise shrine. 

Visits Pacific coastal home, along the riverside,  

native, ancient pine trees, overflowing Nirvana. 

Gazing at the harvest moon with a Zen traveler. 

 The ultimate secrets, impassioned vibrations ~  

Appreciation of imagination, captured in a river. 

A poem on cuckoos, indescribably beautiful ~ 

a peasant child; enjoying a wanderer’s free life. 

After a long journey full of enriched experiences. 

Dawn showers, the sky cleared, serenity of mind.  

Sounds of refreshing rain, the recluse awakened ~ 

Throughout, appreciating Nature’s sublime beauty. 

The union with past poets. sharing tea, animist landscape. 

Purpose to see the harvest moon, remembering ancient poems. 

Kashima shrines, lake’s scenic reflections, recalling his emotions. 

Submerging his melancholic ego into the Universe ~ 

Observing calm waves, everchanging nature. 

Sunrise evoking the isles ~ poetic memories. 

Enjoying from a distance ~ revives his heart. 

Admires the view, open, didn’t hamper the mind. 

Out of kindness their hearts were free ~ 

A leisurely way of life; keep the arrows. 

After another Nuclear disaster, baby’s tears. 

Composed the following haiku ~ 

Instinct, Insight, Imply, Intuition… 

New Year’s day Image, heat waves from a rock. 

At Fukushima, rising shape of a Buddha Ki ~
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THE UNIVERSE 

COMING ACROSS 

THE RIVER 

* 

Anatta Emerging 

On the whole happier, confident, 

more carefree ~ than ever before. 

Rustic verse, desire, stronger each time  

to go and see the pink, harvest moon. 

One cannot kill something eternal. 

Metta, centering, wind recurring ~ 

concludes with a lovely view, 

when aware of all this 

* 

Inheriting the Earth 

‘Poverty the legal form of Slavery’ 

People whom they could exercise ~ 

their dominant, authoritarian Power over! 

Reveal revelation, sacred sight. 

Divine caretaker ~ free will, 

dream timer, creating only now 

Reflex, reflects in sacred pools ~ 

Developing the highest qualities. 

Consciousness, sharing ~ feeling. 

Take Refuge, tap into ~ 

Wisdom seeks Expression 

Eternal Intention and Earth Celebration. 

Exiled Illuminati ~ anyone who is living 

disconnected in their greedy, sad, Ignorant 

Destructive, Fascist World
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Better Butter 

Brilliance ~ 

Mr. President 

this is a Koan 

And this is an Open 

hearted person ~ 

And this Gun 

will Kill 

And this is You! 

* 

Ma*Ma 

I Love your scars… 

signs of healing ~ becoming. 

Awareness of your wounds. 

Feeling your deep suffering ~ 

Dramas capable of enriching. 

Introduced vibrations of a cool literary figure. 

Truth’s humanity, better understanding Space. 

Clarity, lucidity, consciousness of the finite mind. 

They and I may suffer from unknown insecurities. 

I may pick up their incomprehensible complexities. 

I want understanding, being able to give it back~ 

Making Love in a summer meadow of buttercups. 

Sparkling, feels so alive, holistic senses of direction 

* 

Wear and Tears 

“The world is full of single mothers now…. 

Be here now ~ right place at only the right time! 

You are governed by your sub-consciousness, watch~ 

“It’s wet already, Yeah, I’m a pro, don’t you know?” 

Just be open to enjoy
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Selfie 

“We Love you and Support you on the journey” 

Natural childbirth, natural, final Celebration ~ 

Happy, know, Divine Oneness, Cosmic Ocean. 

Know > Life force, No fear Universe < Spiritual. 

It’s not haphazard but unfolding patterns, fractals. 

Faith, have no paranoia, knowing, naked in the rain. 

Chaos, freedom, absolutely, don’t need things ~ 

Ignorance of possession, being possessed. 

Natural wealth is never taken for granted. 

Honour-You cannot kill something eternal. 

Freedom is selfless, not a Selfish-ego-spirit ~ 

Not limited-Mind, no Identity, no suffering  

Disengaging of Your Self-Delusory Mind-set. 

Oneself, myself, the self, itself, himself, herself, 

Concept of Self, Incessant, esteem, self-opinion, 

Self-preservation, self-respect, self- self-sacrificing  

yourself again, self-styled, self-trust, self-worships, 

self-wrongs, self-winding, self-will, self-tormented, 

self-sufficiency, self-betrayal, self-fertilization,  

self-sown, self-satisfied, self-seeking narcissism ~ 

self-reverence, self-restraint, self-dis-respectful, self-reproach, 

self repression, self reliant, self regard, self love, self made, selfish 

importance, self imposed, self educated, self help, self immolation, 

self indulgent, self interest, self involved, self justification, self profits,  

self mastery, self knowledge, self glorify, self mortification, selves elect,  

self raised, self conceited, self absorbed, self consumed, self hateful,  

self congratulations, self abnegation, self obsessed, self possessed. 

* 

If you truly Love someone 

You want them simply to be ~ 

Perfectly happy and enlightened
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‘Selfie, No-self-contradictory’ ~ can’t deny itself. 

Self-detachment * Ego’s virus won’t let it truly be. 

Not programmed for that viewpoint, don’t you see? 

Witnessing the Self-Centredness Conceptual ~Ego  

dystonic, only one that means anything to it ~ 

this isn’t a paradox. Let’s have some liberation. 

All about complete self-evidence, 

self-absorption providing the high! 

SOCIOPATH/SELFISH/EGOISM 

SELF-CENTRED ID NARCISSISM. 

It provides MY IDENTITY, Sense of Self enactment 

MY WHOLE LIFE EXPERIENCING, ‘raison d’etre’ 

REACTS/CAUSING/EFFECTING/SUFFERING/ 

ILLUSIONS/IGNORANCE/GREED/NEGATIVITY 

Let’s Observe some SELF CONSCIOUSNESS Revelation 

* 

Return of Moses 

Kenya grows all of the Roses for Europe. 

Where do all the carrots, tomatoes and spuds come from? 

They have the badness in them, some let it out, some don’t! 

“My blood’s not for sale!” ‘The restoration of original splendour’ 

“A play, a mission, from the deepest, dark recesses of my mind!” 

Six bullets in your head, happening every day in the Irreal world! 

Holistic doctors self-suiciding; live in conspiracy land by denying it! 

‘Shot to death for saying that the Super Bowl was rigged!’ 

“They’ll always be making a shekel out of it somewhere”
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Pure Madness 

Playing with the Beast! 

“You can play with the Beast” 

You have to take your own responsibility. 

“No Tragic, Magic plan man; which is good” 

* 

Self-effacement 

A completely opposite understanding ~ Unselfish 

OBLIVIOUS to EACH INDIVIDUAL’S 

YEARNING EGO-SELF ~ DESIRES 

Where did this Intrinsic association ~ 

of the Self come from, Am I a program? 

Firstly, how did it get so much control, 

power over the human, MIND-conceit 

(to hide our Infinite Cosmic Spirituality) 

the World, the consequences on Life, Love? 

Sotāpanna, supramundane stream enterer, 

Being into the ‘no self’ flow and the ethic of 

AHIMSA/HARMLESS/PEACEFULNESS 

How do you do this in practice?  

A good beginning is to explore vibrations,  

Vipassana’s meditation path of dhamma, 

sacred ways; in a Poet’s painting, smiling. 

Pink lips of adoration ~ Earth Mothership 

Crowns of wild roses in her luxuriant hair. 

Oceans of sensory, all Loving frequencies ~ 

Lights up the sensational mind brilliantly! 

Harmonic sea, conscious tides of tranquility.  

‘Dhammapada’ ~ ‘Let it be, let it be’ 

Respect, gratitude, genuine praise. 

Equanimity the moment I realized. 

‘Enough Is Enough!’
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Demand for Perfect beauty. 

She’s sexy, pretty gorgeous! 

“I like them Real” 

I like them Real so I can feel 

the fathoms of their life force ~ 

and talk with you of Timbuctoo 

and other trips that we might do. 

Creation * Reaction * Recreation ~ 

Reactive * collective * consciousness. 

Universal energy * Live and Let Live 

* 

Life Is Fun 

One million seconds is 17 minutes, one billion seconds is 17 days. 

 $one trillion is 17,000 years; needed to spend it at $1 per second’. 

“I’ve seen some pretty realistic, Robot models ~ might marry one!” 

True Love Instagram something to live for, motivation, inspiration 

“I won’t be able to get out of bed one of these days!” Need a bluey! 

20,000 Starfish washed up on the beach  

throwing them back into the sea ~ 

* 

Thrill drilling in a hot hole 

More happily married you are, the more bangles you got in India 

‘The thrill is gone, the spell is gone, I like to live the Love’ B B King 

Putting a man on the moon is not Rocket science, try Kubik rubes! 

“When you’re off your head time means nothing” 

You go with your feeling, you’re not in control. 

The boy’s marriage was arranged; it’s awful!  

He lives in his father’s house as a slave. 

The Dalai Lama was furious! Really? 

“Wearing my bindi to the market” 

“I can’t believe, I can’t believe ~ 

In the Truth!”
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El legitimo sombrero 

Laws, legalese applying only to those within their society. 

Commercial, Maritime, Admiral, Not to natural persons! 

Balls in Space ~ filling our heads with rocks! 

Did the Jesuits create the Koran, he asked? 

They hide all those things in plain sight ~ 

“At the end of the day it’s about chemistry!” 

* 

‘All for One * One for All’ 

‘Elves created Ayurvedic before the Indians!’ 

What am I gonna do with myself, right now? 

‘Casting dark spells of Concealment over you’ 

“They are driving all the people indoors mate!” 

‘Bloods thicker than water, bloods thinner than gold’ 

How did they ever think they could take on a dragon? 

“I met a lot of witches” “I know I married one” he said 

Made the Antidote for the most dangerous nerve agents! 

When did we let the Devil become more powerful than us? 

* 

Generia ~ Full Power Shake 

It’s All in the modern Mall, nano-homosapbots. 

If you don’t want to be part of it - The Machine 

don’t complain, does what its programmed to do. 

Found you in a Marriage chapel, soaking in the rain. 

“Welcome to Death Row” - just waiting to die! Here now. 

“They became pigs and they’ve become better Prisoners. 

The Long arm of the by-law! Deciding on the style of sty 

That’s when relationships are great, no need of lawyers! 

They used that child as a Sledgehammer against You” 

“If Americans can’t Park, they’re not going… 

that’s what people want; Free Choice ~ ” 

“Making a compelling, better Idea”
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Vision * Quests 

Ethereal Cosmos ~ in tune with a Quantum Earth 

Participation, everyone shares in the Akashi domain. 

Macro-micro-doses, remembering everything existing ~ 

Supernovas from the furthest light year, white dwarf stars 

into the deepest dimensions of the sacred heart. 

Who has to pay for Joy? 

You make your own reality, every moment, 

together, transmutation ~ Trance, free Party. 

Coming out whirling in the moment, dancing, 

going back to her Original, primal juices 

* 

Baby Pink Stars beyond Gravities of Mars. 

“There’s someone in my head, but it’s not me” 

They made us think that it really, really matters… 

Even though you feel ~ mystical sounds of silence. 

You’re on a spiritual path ~ spirals glowing, in her hair. 

Hallucinations, Magic-realism, haiku, super naturalness ~ 

thinking, Zen decoding, Intellectual Associations, secrets, 

conceptions, polarities, dualities, projections of extremities. 

Ultra Yin*Yanging comets burning in the celestial firmament. 

It’s just consciousness being infinitely conscious, nothing else. 

Illumination of your Mind, not limitation * elimination. 

Absolutely stormin’ so unpredictable, that’s where it lives. 

Horns in the forehead, Incandescent flames can cross over 

Infra-landscapes of Relativity and Psychedelic Cosmica ~ 

Abstractions between your smiling, open wet lips, rosy cheeks, 

caressing, gripping thighs, bio-electro-magnetism, sparkling Love. 

Meteors arise inside her eyes, sublimely, aiming through your heart. 

Venus, she has perfect peaches ~ diamond stardust, twinkling auras.
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The Divine Rights of  Angels 

Corrupted whole systems to suit themselves, can you believe it? 

Interpreting Laws making them into mad Kings and Queens! 

When I came out of  the black years and for a while… 

It might have been even longer than that. 

The Government is a Trustee of  my estate. 

I’m Executor, beneficiary, I’m God’s child! 

The judge is working for the Crown’s deception. 

The Government considers you legally, as a dead person. 

Certified, born a Slave #, You come to life a Living Man 

* 

Charge of Heart * Change of System 

“The noblest victor is he who would conquer himself,  

rather than defeat 100,000 men in battle” Dhammapada 103. 

‘Conquer enmity with amity, evil with good, conquer miserliness 

with charity and falsehood with truth.’ Dhammapada 222 

Conquest through Dhamma, not extremely painful slaughter! 

Devotion to Universal energy, Full Heart ~ In supreme Space. 

A being’s salvation lies in one’s own Universally free hands ~ 

Come in as a caterpillar ~ transmutate into a lovely butterfly 

* 

Spacebot in My Spirit Zone 

“And he was such a nice kid” - “Welcome, to the Machine!” 

“They had to sell their Souls to the Company Robotic Store” 

Feeling Am I Mad, turning my back on a woman, begging 

with her child! Give me some balm, taste that escapist kiss. 

Give us all sweet mercy, wanting to feel Dhamma’s bliss. 

Some more Mystic Nirvana ~ Please help your self! 

“We don’t need any Forced Control” XXYXX factors. 

All in All just other Cosmic Atoms * inner Dimension. 

Feeling inside my transcendental suit of Amour
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In the basket 

When that Mental content is out of there, 

then there is the dark matter Space ~ only. 

Angels ~ they’re living in God’s golden light. 

Whatever makes money, that’s a basic program! 

You can have anything, words are magic spells ~ 

‘No Chillum Smokers’ sign in Munchies hangout! 

“Has she got some Guru working on her head?” 

Down and dirty! “Acid in the Well” 

* 

What does nature think of you Sakyamuni? 

Did Nature take You in Krishna? 

Are You Into true Nature Jesus? 

Being as Buddha, alive under a Banyan tree.  

It is or it isn’t (important) 

to think you’re a part of nature ~ 

Your thoughts; but that nature 

accepts it’s a part 

of you 

* 

Frangipani Preference 

You are a shiny Star, Golden frequency existing in primal Space 

Knowing that you can go out of your Mind and come back fine ~ 

“I always had the Impression he would become a crazy lunatic!” 

Ebbing, flowing real Cosmic Ocean, Transcendentalism off Limits. 

It’s so random, doesn’t feel like you’re in any subliminal Program! 

It even contains apparently, sounds and smells of the kelp, seaweed. 

Sweet sticky, perfume slowly oozing from inside a great Banyan tree. 

Visions of Galactic Obelisks standin’ in shimmering lakes Spiritually 

Your touch and kisses, torrents of warm nectar flowing on my fingers. 

Feeling Life ~ dripping Honey!
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Amusing Twitching Emerald Forests 

Intensified human neuroses and stresses ~ 

through multi-colored Wizardry’s, crystal lenses. 

Sailing across, abstract pure white horizons. 

Her father was a Shaman ~ 

Her mother was a gorgeous Sorceress 

Her lover was a perfect connectivity 

Amazing jet green eyes’ expression. 

Her child a beautiful, natural creation  

* 

I'm doing 

whatever people like me do 

around Kathmandu ~ 

just take 1kg. of good hash 

and fly to Annapurna. 

Take a trek to the meadows 

of Rhododendrons 

listen to her falling streams. 

* 

Blue Platinum Harbour 

It got mixed up and Controlled; what the Seers brought over ~ 

Man-made Law is not what every man has ~ Common Sense! 

Just fall in, it’s Mother Earth, now fall in the fire ~ “I Love It!” 

And transmute wanting to lose Yourself fully in the fields of Love. 

Less density more Clarity, no holding on, leaving this dimension, 

puts pieces of wood in the sacred flame, something else comes up. 

You don’t put the Conditions not Conditional, no duality, no Mind. 

You fall in One space ~ burning in the violet, white, golden light. 

Wants to be the rainbow, wants to go off in a woman like a Rocket! 

Having to be penetrated by millions of sperm; One of them makes it! 

Blessed consciousness, pure life, energy feeling its Lovers’ ecstasy ~ 

Coming from original creation * Unconditional Love is in bliss
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Unrequited Adoration ~ It’s Not that your Wanting! 

Transmigration is not like a balloon ~ floating from life to life. 

Mindful ~ Mindless in a Theatre of Illusion, dreaming it all up. 

Entirely afraid of being hooked on something, their egos caught, 

they don’t want to have any Identification with anyone, anymore. 

Running away from themselves, only want a laugh and to be funky! 

She can’t focus the Ficus on something, she’d need to go too deep ~ 

she’d then have to Reflect ~ not getting for herself, all that Attention! 

Dumped, she can’t hold it up; Narcissism is her outrageous Freedom!  

Two sentences then she had to run away. Fight or flight, selfish ego? 

You don’t even want to Identify with them… they’re so damaged. 

In drug fueled, carnal intercourse, lost your K. Hole Connection! 

Blanking out ~ harder to keep in a relationship, a commitment. 

Is any Quality there, to Live it, to experience it? You miss out… 

your possibility to go deeper, living in MDMA’s infatuation grip. 

Don’t want to go in deep INTIMACY, where do you want to go? 

A stone is beautiful too, not only responding to the Superficiality. 

You are All what you give to Yourself. Just wanting to be a Good 

Human, is it being naïve, is she being too friendly as a hot chick? 

Lighting straw fires, big intense flames; burning down too quickly! 

Sucking up everything, jump on; she didn’t promise you anything! 

Making friends now, as it is, not how You would like it to be mate. 

Doesn’t mean that further down it won’t be happy in Arambubble! 

We’re not attached to it, no personal reflection, psyche seeds to heal. 

A good friend but not a Lover ~ Stop desire, conditioning racing ~ 

She’s having a Rebirth ~ burning everything with all of the chains! 

Phoenixes arising from the flames, her streaming dynamic energies. 

She’s resonating telekinesis with the place ~ Glowing, growing. 

The flame’s kindled, don’t get caught into thinking anything else! 

Here to experience the joy, joy of being Open, simply loving you ~ 

Under the Honey pot ~ tripped over, picked it up, now, Look! 

*Get over yourself man!* ~ bringing it down to Earth, LIFE
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Flying south by wounded wings or poetic beat 

What is this light to be ~  

just a light * allowed to light Love  

in the perfumed chambers of a Pharaoh’s daughter.  

Is this oasis really the creative, natural spring  

of these two migrating black and white swans ~ 

Are we only ~ till the wind south blows this space? 

The waltz is in my head ~ sound of the Blue Danube. 

Yes, music sings to my inner cell; where art thou, Sunny? 

Well, abstraction, did you drive me to utter despair ~ 

or are you truly the Ivanhoe of my future bliss? 

Is that at all possible? 

Besides that, is the quality real? 

Does Camelot exist really ~ 

Did I just pull out the magic sword Excalibur, Merlin; 

even though I am weaker, so much, with no more energy? 

Is my real strength, here now, only indulging in tomorrow ~ 

Complete sorrow is what type of dessert? 

* 

Yes I see the waltzing Sunny ~ 

Hip, hippie, trippy hooray, don’t be scared… 

Don’t we believe in Knights in shining amour, 

in Kings and Queens, in battles and Victories?  

Yes. 

Dearest family  

I am alone in the dessert ~ completely 

The Sun has burnt me crisp! 

I am crying to the eagles and the clouds. 

Here I am, after so much ~ so much, Sunny. 

* 

Here I am scorched, the horizon seems as 

an illusion, apparition, the chimera of life ~
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There is no water, no fresh spring, no green. 

Yes there is ~Yes there is! 

There is Life * Univeral Life inside Space, 

there is the Oasis with coolest fragrances, 

palm fronds blowing in the gentlest breeze ~ 

If I finally discover it, will I die by this Oasis? 

Where are the caravans of precious beauty, 

that I’ve travelled with across oceans of sand; 

is it only an hallucination, fleeting mirage too? 

Love I am thirsty, I am so afraid of the storm. 

Which way can I go to feel the dawn ~ 

Dearest Sun, bright, golden and warm,  

is my pain only nostalgia’s wet tear drop? 

   *  *  * 

Primitive Cum * Sweet Stars 

Witness it, living it ~ being it. Gazing at Luna’s hot landscapes. 

Right Context; It’s allowing through creative Language ~ poetry. 

People getting them to transcend, giving themselves the experience 

of shattering all illusions, their fantasies and delusions and fears. 

Going over edges, through any limits, breaking Idols and taboos. 

Showing them divine, blissful feminine, climaxing makes it real; 

you touching the same sublime, hard core, erotic sexual ecstasy ~ 

Full on Primal light will take you through your Cosmic Avatars. 

Altruistic, multi*dimensional * multi*Orgasms will pull you up.  

Feeling delicious inspiration, passionately, fucking in the sand 

* 

Spirit in Sun ~ Sub*atomic fields of Archady are forever 

Bacchus’ Banquet, Dionysus’ vineyards, Diana’s forest glade, 

Delphi’s pools, springs and streams, Cupid’s meadows 

under Venus’ starry cloak, Orpheus’ Cosmic sound ~ 

impregnates Flora’s shimmering, intoxicating elixir
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If you don’t comprehend it exists ~ 

then how can you create to it? 

Will I have to show you ~ 

or can we create it together? 

Darling can you be dear, 

will you turn your cheek 

and give me your lips ~ 

will you press my hand 

holding tighter my arm, 

will you caress me ~ 

and give me your Love 

all as a beautiful woman; and 

take the beauty within this man? 

What an expression of Love ~ 

can radiate fully from your heart 

illuminating your gentle eyes ~ 

reflecting, celebrating life’s bliss. 

Cover me in those tender joys, 

how did we make ecstatic love ~ 

and very soon after, you resisted? 

Didn’t I try and give all naturally  

but still, it didn’t make you feel free. 

Why don’t you invite me to stroke ~ 

your long, cascading, luxuriant hair, 

or kiss your bare shoulders, or be  

with my legs entwined in yours. 

We touched and talked 

and gazed and thought ~ 

Where did we take each other 

that now we still wonder, 

but go there no more
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Six Senses 

Entheogenic molecules * intermingling in a prism of vibrations ~ 

A bag of boiled eggs & bottle of poppers, switches on his Merkaba. 

Depends on how much of my Allowance ~ Crusty, crunchy, tasty 

maggots, a new addiction. “We are the Universal image of Itself.” 

Welcoming us; the gates are always Open, it’s just our realization. 

All in one means all the same, even the most evil one in the World, 

needs more loving! “I bow down to kiss Gaia through compassion ~ 

& mercy, remember that I Am. An ID. Chip in your number plate! 

You go into colour’s frequencies, letting go of a concept of Your*self. 

Rainbow tribe, Namaste, All in One, In Lak’ech, Inshallah, amen. 

“Just nanobot processing machines * no human feeling vibrations!” 

Be in the stillness of the Zero ~ in the Oneness. 

‘Chapora girls sucking Big chillums!’ 

“That’s all you need, a lot more bliss” 

She’s dancing ~ it’s her birthday. 

* 

Indigo Soul Connected to Source 

She was projecting on me, split; lost her Trust and Respect. 

Asked her for Clearance, drinking in the process of her Art. 

I read, felt a lot of her favorite vibrational channelings ~ 

Tuning into the frequency of the higher planes; Muah! 

Where are you in the whole being ~ MAO Inhibitor? 

Changing the World with twelve strand DNA. children. 

Waking us up over the dawning light ~ “I love his voice” 

All the Galaxies are now going through that reflection too. 

Baking it from the Inside out ~ there is no more going back. 

Mother nature is now getting it on with Solar Consciousness ~ 

Opening up the diamond brain * synchronising my hemispheres. 

Spacey petals, molecules swimming across the timeless Milky Way. 

Centering through the whole night, rebalancing her crystalline head.
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The Observer 

The sadhu of the rocky, north British Columbia. 

Slow, quiet ~ wandering, stopping, 

sitting, looking, wondering afar. 

Sitting pilgrim by Ma Ganga’s 

tributary ~ of Canada. 

Could this be a Ganges 

with no name ~ 

and you a sadhu, with no ochre 

but white, blue, and cowboy boots? 

Why clouds to change the clear light? 

Of this wonder quick take a picture ~ 

and send the image to my mind to… 

Are my thoughts here as yours 

under the Rishikesh sun? 

Dreaming and gazing ~ 

Is his water really any 

holier than mine? 

His stones too? 

* 

Pure * Code 

Going into making Fridge Magnets. 

Taking responsibility for your self 

“It can’t exist without dualism ~ 

Relative Mind bringing Love and pain, 

Identifying ourselves with mass suffering” 

Don’t have to be thinking, takes it away from free Space ~ 

Quarantine this Mad Mind, made of Self, ME ~ creating Us! 

Illness has to have a cure, existing from a natural, polar state. 

Real sages femmes, treating them as Pagan Goddesses ~ surely 

not getting rid of the women, just to destroy their knowledge? 

This true Consciousness process brings on Peace!
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Love*Land 

I live where I feel there is the most Freedom ~ 

Absolutely, why wouldn’t you? Open, freedom brings Love. 

It takes Time to become Aware as a Renaissance person, 

to develop the insights, wisdom, the skill, the Compassion, 

refine understanding and let it be true as Loving Kindness. 

Accepting this highest journey, be chilled out, love yourself ~ 

on your way to becoming one frequency as a Cosmic Lotus  

* 

A Lemon Ballerina on Benzodiazepine 

Being spiked with the Fear ~ of dying. 

“The python in the garden ate the kittens!” 

Birthday Card, “It’s a Prison!” Doing time in karma’s cage... 

A Guide to our deep Space Galaxies that will blow your Mind! 

Don’t rub me the wrong way, I’ve a genie in a jar of cherry jelly 

Sub-conscious association ~ Summer lovers in a buttercup field. 

Too good to miss! ~ Magically, this got dragged into the story. 

“I’m only the Angel” 

* 

Sacred * Nature 

Oil is the blood of Mother Earth ~ more Earthquakes are coming! 

No lubrication, jellies easing the rubbing, Tectonic plates’ friction ~ 

Harmonic, Pachamama living on the 5th dimension and showing us 

how to go with it or lose it, pushing out your energy in all directions. 

Lie down, see how much it unfolds, then you see different positions ~ 

Have to allow the Soul frequency to take us over our * I AM * Space 

Presence is still connected to Cosmic Spiritual Divine ~Reintegrating 

with what’s coming up, has to look inside, the more you will discover 

You have it all in yourself, existential Earth Sparking, unknown code 

All time now is changing, waking up, remembering what we‘ve lived. 

Out of the BOX no more brainwashing, we can go as far as we want. 

Omni *versal allowing *Omnipresence *Omnificent *Omnipotence ~ 

I’m with you in the ONE
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Vitality * Reality 

Neti Neti, not this or this, in the Consciousness Space of who I Am. 

Don’t think ~ STOP! I don’t Know let it be, the Anonymous energy 

Stop all the distractions of the Mind ~ Thinking, thinking, judging. 

Take away the thoughts and we’re left with only Conscious Space ~ 

which is always there translucently, in listening, in looking ~ being. 

All I got was Orbs, be it don’t know it, in all the Mass Conditioning! 

* 

Her Mystical dark side 

Poisonous Scorpions on the sea cliff terrace, living in a coke bottle. 

The World is full of beautiful experiences ~ Allowance now to let go. 

Ego dissolving whether you want to give it any consciousness or not. 

The Flower of Life becomes through your body, your healing matrix. 

Freely to Express ~ free to do what you want to do in peacefulness. 

Nature’s shrine to Hippies living on the beach in perfect harmony ~ 

All my Chakras singing to every cell, in her glowing, soft pink Lotus 

* 

Opium Cough Mixture 

“I had two Math’s teachers that I made cry” Mass narcissism 

“Amazing, depends which psychoactive drugs you’re on or not!” 

“Really happy, he’s pulling in the energy field for us to drive on” 

Sublime music, really nice rituals ~ blossoming up, centering. 

Transmuting Creativity ~ dancing with Phoenix feathers 

* 

Common Senses 

Thoughts are Ultimately expressed by Love. What’s feeling, feeling? 

1st Chakra, Practical, Bankers; 2nd Government, laws; 3rd Religion. 

Consciousness from the breaking light * Sun’s rays, Love is the Fuel. 

‘Nothing more to do than to be’ Is feeling compassion in your heart ~ 

Only looking at yourself, take time to go inside 

because everything is changing in the vortices ~
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Emotion ~ in Motion 

Esoterically, empirically manifested ~ a tree from out of a little seed. 

By free will big bunches of bananas; You don’t have to put it in a box 

It’s Truth it’s not me talkin, it’s comin through me, over my feeling~ 

Space I know I’m telling the truth, it’s not my mind-control speaking 

Love’s direct energy not the constant word ~it’s in-between the words 

And it makes only sense that is in the emotional spell of the aura ~ 

This is it, you want to be on the lightest frequency ~ 

You are multi*dimensional, 3rd, 4th, 5th, onto infinity 

All as One transmuting energy 

* 

Genetic * Kinetic * Tantric * Shamanic 

Penetration Dive ~ Infinite Rainbows... trippy Love arising. 

Kundalini is the life force you fill up all the Loving light cells. 

It’s the biggest Blessing but we make such a fuss ~ egotistic, 

we do nothing about it. Everyone is dancing the dance, but 

“don’t ask me, I’d rather tease you, get you hot then f... off!” 

What sort of HAPPINESS do You want ~ 

WHO WANTS TO BE CONTROLLED? 

Have to Live it, Yourself now ~ no excuse. 

Bit of an Overload ~ It all falls in as it is. 

We have to make this Unconditional step 

then take this Tantric ~ Sacred approach  

* 

Its Originality! 

That’s energy ~ coming off the wall through shapes and colours. 

It’s sensing expressions of how you feel ~ Resonance convergence. 

Thank God for Polarity trance dancers tuning us into Zero Space! 

“In out, in out ~ shake it all about” 

It’s the acceptance of the Mystery 

that’s the answer ~ to the Mystery
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Flick It On*You can’t go back 

Thought I needed a Structure ~ I did, and it became…. 

Meanings ~ Expression, petals, what’s Inside is just swirling ~ 

“Make the unselfish eye an Emerald green and that will be beautiful” 

Pachamama walked to the end of the World because she’s worth it! 

Sacred Geometric flames * Creation in this dynamic flower of Life. 

No colour wheels, no demarcation lines of separation ~ just Space 

* 

HAPPY COSMIC TRAVELS 

You can’t know who YOU are without duality making the Object ~ 

Embrace nothing, letting go of structure * Is the Universal Mystery. 

My Zero energy is not separate from this Space ~ It is this SPACE! 

Looking with your whole being, feeling singularity, breathing in life. 

Nothing really there beyond finite mind’s thinking, but Awareness ~ 

because it’s the wholistic deep Space of Love’s inner realisation. 

Going into the infinite Unknown ~ is where you really ‘KNOW’ 

Embrace not Knowing ~ this Amazing, beautiful MYSTERY. 

It’s only words, we can’t know what it is*we are It ~ in essence. 

How could you possibly KNOW what you are? 

* 

Being Absent Minded 

How rich or poor do you have to be to let go? 

The Moon is the Target, the one who’s aiming, pointing at it is YOU  

Watching it, she can’t take you to the Moon; You have to go Yourself 

Seeing oneself observing awareness, Your Intent is creating Reality ~ 

We’re in many different places at the same time ask a holist-physicist 

What do we ultimately contact? We’re all multi-dimensional entities 

Omnipresent on Jupiter, Omnipotent on Mars, Omnificent in Venus 

Making the right connection; Contact ~ frequency, then You’re in it! 

Earth & Sky kissing each other ~ letting go all over. 

5D. will be in the way ~ “I’m going for Flying Yoga”
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Full Re*emerging into * Shakti 

Her lovely wildflowers slowly withered and died. 

Reflections, refractions, ‘The Human Condition’ 

Horrendous or Wondrous ~ Being neither or both. 

Continuously changing ~ so you are not in control. 

Refocusing my intention on what I want, good for me 

not me fighting against corrupt Systems of inequality ~ 

It is as it is ~this moment of impermanent infinite Space 

Be detached from making any subjective value judgments, 

It doesn’t make any logical sense ~ Being that FEELING 

It’s more than a mental conception of Spirituality 

* 

Pieces of the Singular Cake 

Now putting the Magic into action and living it. 

Looking into her light soul, not a therapy session. 

Unconditional Love ~ get out of your own way. 

Just close your eyes ~ you know the black stuff. 

“Can you take me with you on holiday, Please!” 

Be true to Yourself not running behind the same GMO. carrot! 

‘Since you are the way you are ~ because that is how you are.’ 

Everyone lives how they want to live ~ You have to ask them. 

Getting in tune, align yourself in Spiritual * higher frequency. 

Giving yourself the rope ~ Smile, remember You Are FREE. 

‘If you kill animals you don’t get the Unconditional Love vibe’ 

This is friendship, giving him discernment, making him aware, 

going beyond any mind borderline ~ “Fuck I’ve pissed him off” 

We have to change this Idea, It’s You & Me; Gaia’s rainbow tribe 

We Are One ~ we can’t separate it, the entanglement anymore. 

We’re cutting something out for ourselves. 

It’s all One ~ all points of ZERO SPACE
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Bless the Spirit 

This moment put in music ~ Pure Crystals. 

Best of all for everyone ~ over the Sunlight rays. 

Transmuting Solar DNA. ~ to do it for yourself. 

Through that you give out the Love to everyone. 

In Realness ~ Opening up your complete heart. 

We are cooking in violet Sun beams, becoming ~ 

more and more refined ~ Cosmic Jeweled beauty 

* 

Cosmicgasms In Cosmicville 

Met a Chillum making tantric, massage Baba for Masala chai. 

Ultimately it is to be transcended, returning, being the Divine ~ 

once they can recognize that it’s just flowing energy. 

Enlightening these other states of Orgasm ~ 

Rising up from your root chakra to the heart 

from the ethereal to Love and Compassion 

up to the Pineal gland releasing its DMT. 

Then you’re spiraled to the Absolute ~ 

reconnecting you with who You are 

* 

Crumbling Fake 

“Don’t let it bring you down its only castles burning” 

They lost their feeling body ~ 

They have to sense themselves over people’s bodies. 

No more in the hindrance, finding a way around ~ 

A big, Big Warp in the 3rd dimensional 

‘It’s All In the Process’ Human holograms 

The Best is to be Yourself ~ Live Yourself. 

That’s why you’re here, integrated Space. 

Showing you’re not in the fear pattern. 

Heart to Heart * Crystal Consciousness
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Mr. Mystical 

I couldn’t help myself; she said, “Come over for a chillum” 

Rebirth of the Planet ~ Ascending, all going up together. 

In your Soul frequency ~ might have a bit of wobble 

Transmuting, trance ~ juicing the Standing Wave. 

Your personality is in danger of being gobbled up 

if you don’t think You have it. Hit by indefinable Sun flares! 

Consciousness out of duality ~ inspiring the seed to flower. 

Feeding us with all kinds of gifts to make us happy. 

“We don’t seem to play Hi-Tech trance in the house” 

Silent snowflakes falling inside kaleidoscopic fields. 

On those wavy telepsy-pathic wavelengths ~ 

* 

Gnostic Now 

From before Shiva ~ before Shakti. 

All Supra*realities have gone into ONE 

Just Is and being one of many versions ~ 

Just choose which bit you wanna believe. 

“Do not believe a word I gotta say ~ 

Drop the history of thought ~ Allowing 

EXPERIENCE ~ to be 

* 

This is the Green Ship! 

You lose yourself in the emotion ~ perfecting quartz. 

Trying to stay in the centre of spinning Mother Earth. 

Drop a stone in a pond ~ ripples reaching everywhere; 

In us, with us, through us, we carry it around as us ~ 

‘Happiness is in the allowance of the happening’ 

It is what it is ~ being very happy
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GloryWas Quite Hard 

Surfing through Star gates of Compassion and Mercy with yourself. 

Creating new language, a new code, new sub-consciousness’ cypher. 

Taking our bio-brains out of the diabolicalbot and setting them free  

Wanting to convey true feelings ~ our senses of natural harmony. 

Physical and metaphysical ~ dualities in tune with Shiva’s moon. 

‘Are you seeing the inner light shining from your Mind’s third eye?’ 

Are you feeling Abstract Awareness ~ or are you a lost soul atom? 

Seven planets in Scorpio, she is deep; I had to learn to let her go ~ 

You have the whole life with her, then I knew nothing could be lost; 

had to let her go again on that soul train express ~ 

* 

Pan’s Comet 

Up-down the higher Sub*conscious principle. 

‘The deeper you go the higher you fly, freely ~ 

Opening the Heavenly gates to Mother’s Earth. 

Luminescent, glowing sky, blowing their Minds. 

Cobalt blues, white, platinum rays ~ frequency. 

Different refractions of light ~ Perspectives. 

Different qualities, Solar bonbons, energies. 

Feeling Appreciation not the lastest Invasion 

of My Space ~ YOU Know you’re a guest! 

Women wailing in the Heart of the Eclipse. 

OK I see that it’s broken ~ ORGASMLESS! 

* 

But I have Me ~ Madness Is Vibrations Also 

Too much materialism stops the overhead  

Communication * that is Super high life ~ 

Feeling what is a Time line paradigm paradox 

Time is Nothing in this present, right here now 

Freeing time if thinking nothing in open Space ~ 

no precedents, always sensations changing changing
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Dropping out ~ of Time 

Any ideas on how to change this brand of surveillance capitalism? 

Realising the thoughts we were attached to, that they were Wrong. 

Taking a walk at sunset through a field of wild flowers not Cyber- 

Space X FILES, Holographic, Paranoid City; any schizophrenics? 

What’s your REAL Name, where were you born, do you believe? 

Are you Faithful, manipulated in a Power Game, the Art of War, 

do you believe in Buddha, are you married to a Psy*chic lover ~ 

Take the Escape hatch, eject as soon as you can AND DO NOT 

LOOK BACK EVER*INTENTION LIVE IN ABUNDANCE 

Same * insane, different to me ~ energy Levels of an inner view. 

Karmic seeds are in bloom; with roots and bark, concocting his  

super sense-active brew, expressing poetically, sublime beauty 

* 

Where Is Reality? 

‘In the depths of sublime poetics ~ of Nietzsche and De Chirico’ 

‘In mystery and melancholy, shadows crossing a plaza at noon’ 

Scenes of mannequins with vertigo, crashing into surreal clarity 

Don’t need any rational explications or any linear spirit levels. 

Cuts the fear from your eyes with light sharpened laser blades ~ 

“Don’t look back or you’ll transmute into an Opium Poppy seed” 

Open up the perceptions of your barricaded, razor wired minds. 

Raze it to the ground and walk away with a smile on your face! 

Can’t slap them anymore have to use a tranquilizer gun, Taser! 

Where did it come from? Does it really matter, accept it as it is! 

It’s in your X Paranormal stars * they’d lock you up in the UK! 

Given as an inspiring gift to suggest, given as a visionary quest. 

Flip it over, see from another tangent, multi*dimensional dreams. 

Wake up new and marvelous, alive with each fantastic molecule. 

Get a different perspective and reframe things; he Loves his drugs, 

loves his Valium, he Loves his hash, Loves his home made LSD. 

Through window panes into spectacular Parallel Universes
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DMT Verity 

I have to see God as being in everyone else. 

You only get it when it’s Not Understandable ~ 

It’s Not the Word, there’s Nothing to remember or know. 

FEELING IT *What you FELT no words for it * SPACE 

Absolutely without any of the Identificationing; Just want to 

be empty and see what it is without my Ego-Formulating it. 

They THINK what their Mind is tellin’ them ~ what to do? 

Bringing awareness to really appreciating health, Love ~ 

Everything leaves you one way or another ~ even my wife. 

Realising it’s all temporary, there’s no*thing there ~ but life! 

“If you don’t leave it ~ it leaves you!” 

Energy becoming Aware of Itself ~ 

Consciousness being Infinite Space. 

Life is our teacher ~ Dying is natural 

Silently tuning within Spirit’s nectar 

*  

Blue * Yoni 

You jump on a Crystal and tune it in to where you want to go  

And there You are in Space. An Oversoul secret*peregrination. 

The ‘I AM’ Presence, structure in your birth, Akashi recordings. 

It’s coming out of You, bring it in the ‘I AM NOW PRESENCE’ 

It has Form ~ the Gift of God and myself as a Gift of God to give. 

Transformation body relaxing, Theta healing, seeing a white light. 

You Consciously are falling in Space to give Yourself Space ~ 

to dissolve your mental-form ~ it’s lying there dreaming the dream 

but you’re not there. Witnessing Spirit, You’re more than the body! 

You’re your own Satguru, Divine, free flow not Control by your Ego 

You’re listening to what? Me and Everything, not Everything is Me. 

Integrated In Love ~ Love Is Space
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Progressive Trance in Shanghai 

Different Vibe ~ different tribe, different reality! 

“I’m the one who can smell her wettest seasons ~” 

Wild Pheromones * blossoming in full abundance 

“It’s the same bed, but in two different Universes” 

Now look for feeling ~ energy, not the appearance. 

All we have to do is be one, with no minds flowing. 

No things blocking ~ distracting Consciousness 

From the Central Sun ~ it’s not Black Magic! 

Looked in every Temple~ the Love is within. 

* 

She’s Astronomical! 

Cast in stone, something you Never forget. 

Learning to walk, learning to talk, nuances. 

Survival Instinct swimming ~ with the fishes, 

having a natural child*birth in an azure lagoon. 

Human Evolution along ~ Love’s stepping stones. 

Learning from our mistakes, riding his hologram bicycle to Sirius. 

Being in the moment asking the Dakini Oracle a rhetorical question 

64 female Goddesses dancing around me this Zero point * Is it True? 

* 

The Gandhi Massive! 

Coming to the ‘WE’ ~ wei * wei awareness in one instant. 

Now it comes from Itself ~ we see we knew nothing of Spirit… 

Emotional healing ~You are the Creator of It, enjoying the light. 

You can only heal yourself, they can show the way ~ let go. 

You don’t have to believe it, just have to experience it ~ 

Everyone has the right to live out what they want, just be. 

Did the healer take away your Pain - and all the Suffering? 

Can’t go backwards, it’s a hierarchy, he might be Hanuman! 

There is no better or worse ~ only frequency, Divine Consciousness. 

Bringing lower up to make you higher, all about energy in the chain
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The Land of Milk and Money! 

Flower children ~ Love One Another 

WOWOWOWONOWOWOWOWOW 

To have a good life 

it’s up to you ~ 

it’s not worth BEING HERE 

If you’re not going to have 

a happy experience of life. 

Top Poetry ~ enrapturing. 

Escapism, dreams of Paradise. 

Out of his sacred temples ~ 

Grief, Inconsolable escapology. 

Constructive Criticism, 

fringes of the forest, 

back to the Stone age ~ 

EMOTIONAL DAY & NIGHT 

* 

Wise light Gold lights Visionary 

Green light blue light Azur light 

Kerala light Tahitian females ~ 

Pretty sublime tropical LIGHTS 

Romantic Tuscan light Sun light 

Bottichelli light * Bottichelli time 

light time Time light erotic light 

Nepal light blue time Exotic sight 

Lemon light lime light Peach bright 

Coral sea light wet vermilion yoni night 

Yucatan light Aztec light Inca Time 

DELIGHT ~ gorgeous light in you 

Creating a projection, a visual poem 

Idea of the artist as a feeling person 

of Inner Vision.
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Pangea 

 ~ Existing 180 million years ago ~ 

full brilliance connected to the Earth, 

to the dawn, to all the day, to the dusk, 

full moon night, to the sky, to the stars, 

to the sunlight, to the child, to Oneness. 

Returning to forever ~ Life’s natural way 

Free will, choice from human experience 

*  

Symbolists and the Primitive Idyll ~ 

Inner response not only exterior world. 

Mysterious chakras of wise thought ~ 

In nature not savage materialism. 

Love and Understanding 

* 

Four Seasons 

“A time to be born, a time to die, 

a time to plant, plucking ~ 

to everything there is a season, 

and a time to every purpose ~ 

to weep and laugh and a time  

to mourn and to dance ~ 

under the heavenly sun” 

* 

Oceania Navigator  

Magic Marquesas isles come into sight. 

Exotic romances in amorous Noa Noa ~ 

Enjoying a lyrical, super erotic adventure, 

dreamlike, hallucinatory, sense of isolation, 

haunting beauties of a fertile imagination ~ 

Inspired fascination, work of the feelings 

rather than the intellect
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Literary Impressionism 

transfiguring prisms of love 

seeing islands in a new light ~ 

lovely liaison with a Tahitian woman, 

holding guavas, hibiscus and white gardenias 

on the veranda ~ without any western behaviour. 

Mystical words, purity of vision ~ 

A Tahitian marriage 

to the goddess of Sincerity, 

supreme essence of ‘mahoi’. 

Luxurious attitudes, languorousness, 

sensual pleasures, innocent, unspoilt, 

super natural colour, still and peaceful ~ 

More exotic dreams, luxuriant hair falling  

loosely with natural flowers to their waist, 

and the languishing looks of soft, scented roses 

in dusky twilight, the real charm of that land, 

where civilisation has not penetrated 

* 

Far away to native villages, 

on the edges of coral reefs ~ 

hot, vibrating air, surrounds 

those tranquil, dreaming hamlets. 

Far away ~ immense Oceanic waves. 

Delightfulness, lovely positive feelings, 

all sorts of Impressions to stimulate 

the Senses 

* 

Sky bright with stars 

sailing above Perfumed Islands, fecund, lush  

vegetation, sea breezes and vanilla creepers, 

they have a strong contemplative side ~
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ALIVE to EVERY ASPECT of NATURE 

Being open to the vagaries of Imagination ~ 

like children, always honest and well meaning. 

Hospitable in the widest sense of the word. 

‘Idle’ ~ exotic food, coconuts, bananas, oranges,  

lovely beauty. “In Oceania toil is a thing Unknown” 

Years glide over them in perpetual dreaming ~ 

* 

Poumiriraira 

A sweet, delicious fragrance of grass. 

Warm breeze, Mimosa’s delicateness ~ 

grasshoppers in the long grass, 

a wreath of jasmine on her brow, 

bathing places, coolness of nudity. 

Notions of right and wrong… 

An adorable, exquisite creature ~ 

Sunset’s golden glow, the taste of raspberries,  

sweet, the air was loaded with tropical aroma. 

Having a smile of indifferent benevolence ~ 

Happy eyes, freshness, incarnation of Magic 

* 

The Spell, a secret ~ Intangible 

White shores, conch shells, trumpets  

a gorgeous, sensitive Love affair ~ 

Really, both passionately addicted. 

Today dreams, music, running water, 

exotic flowers, fine fruit, little children, 

a pure voice, alone by the sea. 

Come to gather cowries ~ 

and pink coral on the reef. 

Nature’s Precious Gift
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Explorer of Oceania 

Lovely place of free and noble natives. 

“It ceased to be independent when  

it surrendered its own free will” 

South seas importations ~ 

European epidemics 

* 

Roots and paths by moonlight. 

Sails can bring unhappiness! 

Suggesting powers, new relations ~ 

Pink Periwinkle huts made of Lemon trees. 

Unknown to naturalists and observers. 

* 

Living over a reef ~ 

a rare and poetical feeling. 

Embracing, rubbing noses, wild sounds,  

singing leaves in the absolute, dark night. 

The South Pacific Idyll ~ love, assignation 

walking on paths soaked by tropical rain;  

different to western logic, a natural sense. 

Shown her Kindness in her childhood, 

left her to grow naturally, open, freely. 

Acacias, oleanders; vital suggestiveness of  

an overgrown veranda, rampant fertility. 

Charming, pure morning air of Tahiti. 

Warm blue waters ~ Sun lit existence 

Joyeuse 

* 

Mosses and ferns 

True forest paths in a virgin land. 

Scenes of purest enchantments ~ 

Most lavish, vegetation, rose bushes,
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an astonishing profusion of blooms ~ 

A fairy garden, deeper into the wilderness 

Heart of the island 

gathering wild bananas, cut some precious wood, 

delicacies and tender hues. Lovely and Magical, 

panoramic, volcanic ruins, waves, crashing surf ~ 

sublimely beautiful, we sat in ecstasy without a word 

* 

Sun shedding golden rays ~ 

tall peaks, orange flames, dazzling 

splendor, night silence, atmospheric, 

absolutely still, radiant, twinkling stars in the sky.  

Observing Cosmic depths, Mystery * Consciously. 

Destiny encamped under lemon trees. 

In bloom, new ideas on the Universe 

* 

Barefoot suggests ~ 

laughing, sparkling eyes, floating hair. 

Windows open onto the orchid garden. 

Melanesian air full of orange blossom. 

Under the exotic trees 

In morning light, abode of a perfect poem. 

Seated in the dawn on the coral shore 

I kissed my Tahitian wife 

* 

Revareva ~ to float  

White gardenias and poetry of the forest. 

Light baggage ~ no need of weapons,  

provisions or money. Travelling hospitality 

amazingly original, vivid, simple and primitive, 

as a scene from a primeval world. 

A NEW, DELIGHTFUL LIGHT ~ ECSTASY
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their joy ~ sincere wildness, dancing journey, 

peaceful, happiness, again more natural ~ 

Unique and spectacular waterfalls  

With all her innate Innocence ~ Intoxicated senses, 

dancing wildly, wore a garland of rare flowers. 

Alive to all sorts of new sensations ~ 

Brown bosoms, beautiful, heavy, long hair. 

All Loved her Legends ~ smiles, caressing,  

expressions of infinite tenderness. 

* 

Little hut  

Season when the Earth is carpeted with pink flowers. 

I weep as I remember the lost charm ~ 

of these first years, which no power can restore. 

The beginning of the end ~ 

All my emotion and dreams of the past time. 

Powerful feelings of whom one Loves. 

Melancholy ~ a sense of looking back. 

Delicious memories, sharing joys in common. 

Natural, lovely land in Oceania, wonderful creatures 

those Tahitian women with a beauty of their own. 

Fine fruit, fresh waters and gorgeous flowers. 

The Sun went out in the sky. 

** * ** 

Inspired by ‘The Marriage of Loti’, Pierre Loti 

** 

I*Ratioan!;AI Macumbas 

Free flow free flow free flow free ~ 

flow vibrational free flow free flow  

be spiritual instinct alive not extinct. 

We’re empathy feeling, human beings 

All energetic creatures * of the Universe
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Heritage 

Left us fields ~ 

with razor wire fences! 

My friends 

enjoy the sunshine ~ 

in a lush valley, green with 

exotic Lotus flowers, singing birds, 

magical waterfalls, gorgeous plants. 

Clear blue skies full of lovely butterflies. 

Left us fields ~ 

with Nuclear power sites! 

My friends and children 

enjoy the waves ~ 

lapping on pebbled beaches. 

Peacefulness, a giant canyon’s vista, 

warm turquoise waters, tranquil oasis. 

They left us fields ~ 

full of carcasses of poisoned industry. 

My friends and family 

enjoy a quiet place ~ 

full of stars twinkling so bright, 

good music and loving experiences. 

Cool, tuned in Cosmic travelers sailing in  

to celebrate these jewels of Earth’s beauty. 

“How did you buy and sell the sky?” 

* 

Bubbles of Love 

Two free spirits playing around. 

Balancing full light heartedness ~ 

Enjoyment of Life, land of delights. 

Following Tahiti’s southern evening star
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RAPTURE 

!!!!!!Enjoy the Feeling!!!!!! 

Head Banging? 

The least pain ~ 

Rising and Shining 

Through a tunnel of Love! 

Perfect You ~ Perfect Me 

* 

Sin in the bin 

A sociopath making Love with me, again, another invisible paradox 

Hung, drawn and quartered over the red hot coals of passion’s desire. 

Hung out to dry, inert with a spear of betrayal in my back 

~Whoosh! 

What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger for the next instant ~ 

or takes your Chi and sends it on a helter-skelter ~ 

Impetuous, impulsive, reckless and wild, in a dash! 

Making a splash in her Universe with his smile ~ 

As real as can be 

* 

Hands Up! 

where I can see them! “Great, I found my drugs…” 

There’s a way out from inside ~ why deny it Baba? 

“Babylon in the house!” Political, holist self-suicides! 

Flower Power Up, “Hi I’m Rosie Ruby” 

gotta focus on the vibrations going up 

An inherent choice, transforming the pain ~ 

“I thought you were the wise guy from way back!” 

‘It’s OK to Protest against a Military State, Apartheid!’ 

Now, been given permission to Free their Matrix-Minds! 

Next stop the Garden of delights, Universal Space station. 

‘FREEDOM IN OUR LIFETIME’
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Inti Huatana  

Machu Picchu ~ Intergalactic Magic. 

Why do it? Being, watched all the time! 

Development of technology, Virtual Reality! 

Wraparound, hypnotized, surveillance apathy. 

AI. Smart floors, Smart ceilings reaching to the Clouds! 

Hold insane Organisations, Conglomerations accountable. 

Place them Under Surveillance, those wielding the Power! 

Recalibrating of hierarchical Control ~Tuning into nature 

* 

500,000,000 5G webcams monitoring US. 

‘WELCOME BRAVE NEW WORLD!’ 

Crazy things are becoming acceptable ~ 

Living in environments of digital houses! 

Unnatural, genetic surveillance generation! 

Risk of meta-data bases, harder to Control. 

Society accepts it, believes it, demands it, 

so, where does that put ME? 

What do they know ~ Chip 

What is in it for them, born enslaved. 

And their Motivation in Life/Nature 

and those wielding Power over YOU? 

Interactive, response get to Dhamma 

Consciousness not Egotist, a Narcissist. 

Through Vipassana Insight meditation ~ 

UNDERSTANDING * CONCENTRATION 

‘The levels of Sensations on your Mind/Body. 

~ They’re continuously changing (Anicca) ~ 

Realise simultaneously, Ego (Anatta) does not Exist. 

It’s All hallucinatory, Illusion but  a very Real Illusion. 

Need to learn how to be AWARE ~ to be Infinitely FREE
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of this Ignorance, FREE of Suffering (Dukkha). 

Impersonal, Free of selfish Mind-Ego only thoughts 

* 

Now Need to DISENGAGE the EGO/SELF  

Learning to see clearly Your Conscious Mind 

and cross to the other side of the Psyche river  

** * ** 

Autumn's Eve 

The sublime Magic of Lovers ~ 

You are Everything I ever Loved.  

Ultra-deep happiness spreading Starlight 

Growing out of your Temple ~ honouring 

* 

On a very old piece of Earth ~ 

Back here after So much time 

after so much Love 

after so much pain. 

Loving and Loved 

back here a poet 

* 

Shakti Boa 

Opening a geomatric door  

All things led by the spirit 

are for the good, conscious. 

And those led by the flesh are ~  

There’s a Powerfull light shining 

with all that darkness around! 

Witnessing your self’s own Pure heart 

The dimensions ~ of the Cosmic Rainbow  

Rich * enrich * rich * enrich * enrichment.  

Not a prison cell but inside Prisms of Love. 

Enter the Spiritual dimension as a little child
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To Perceive 

‘BEING’ FREED from YOUR OWN MIND-SELF. 

DISENGAGED EGO, its OWN SELF’s delusions. 

Swim to the other shore ~ more ENLIGHTENED 

through some proven scientific/psychic practicing. 

Seeing your True Spirit ~ 

How to Identify this Essence 

amidst a Matrix-maze of Finite ILLUSIONS, 

THAT WE HAVE CREATED AS REALITY? 

It is described in the teachings of people who 

have been to the other shore of Perception ~ 

through concentrating ~ Looking deep Inside 

the Mind 

TO DETACH 

this Sense of the ‘Ego-virus’. 

Learning to Separate from it 

and leave it behind ~ 

Can Live Perfectly Without It 

Needs a particular Insight ~ 

like ‘Vipassana Meditation’ 

to Achieve this De-Connection 

of ONE’s OWN PERSONAL SELF 

Without going Crazy in Id-Ego-centred Worlds 

as It can Really seem that You Are, in fact mad, 

annihilating Your sense of Life/Mind/Self/Being-itself! 

An Act of Paranoia, Bi-Polar, pathological self-denial, 

in relation to your society, culture, values, expectations,  

family, desires, loves, fears, relationships, Programs etc; 

which one normally needs to have a Sense of Living Life. 

* 

This Promised Insight can be ~ Truly Real. 

It takes Incredible Determination ~
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to Achieve, being here right now. 

It sometimes can demand 

trying to Understand ~ 

the True Meaning, lesson 

of a personal tragedy/loss. 

BE STRONG - Good Luck. 

Disengage that painful Ego ~ 

swim the stream to the other shore. 

Getting Anicca, Dukkha, Anatta 

to All line up together in a Vortex ~  

for Peace and Liberation of the Mind 

for some Universal Love and Harmony. 

Altruism, Compassion, Loving Kindness, 

Joy for others, Equanimity ~ Naturally 

* 

Gnomics Ecomics 

ECON-EGO-ECOL-ERGO 

Environmental artist ~ 

Influence on our health, 

influence on our death. 

The Cosmic Model 

Sightseers, too smart to need 

a Guru ~ Reflecting Reality 

I Divine  

Desire, the giving and receiving of pleasure. 

Instinctive feeling for the harmony ~ 

A sacred mango tree, new discovery  

of the heart, my dreams are at work. 

The Kiss, the Lovers, the Poetic, 

the Unity of the Infinite Universe ~ 

Une bouquet des fleurs ~ just Love.
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Pure Spirit, Pure Light, Pure Love  

 Spirit is Spirit * flesh is flesh 

  And missionaries of the Church… 

  who never go to the local market but, 

  get their’s securely delivered from back home ~  

 Unbelievable, “God, why did you bring me here?” 

“OK, come out of it.” “but Why?” 

 “So you would know ~ You have to do it, to prove it” 

 They don’t talk about it because it’s Spiritual belief ~ 

‘God’ is a buffer for humans, freestyle, creation within. 

“Blessed Are the Peacemakers”  

Divine*Spirit is being done. 

The true gift of true love. 

* 

Cull 

The way out is ~ 

TO DIVE RIGHT IN.  

UNDERSTANDING the witness 

(movin’ minds as big as mountains!) 

QUALITY OF MY TRUE VIBES ~ 

BEING HAPPY, SUBCONSCIOUSLY. 

Only when I’m doing something I like, 

in the present, healing, sharing metta. 

* 

Outside the Zoo ~ Spirit Map 

Out My Mind, flow in primal Space 

Clarity sparkling behind the Temples. 

 Focusing the true sensations of your being 

 by connecting lives with deeper Life forces ~ 

Awareness seeds, reflections beyond any Matrix.
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Getting to Know  

Outer my Mind, blown ~ wants more and has more. 

Unaware of the spirit in your palm; the bottom is deep! 

I didn’t know I could go that deep ~ 

Unwholesomeness is no balm 

The Power of the heart to heal 

the Power to heal the heart ~ 

from a world of deepest attachments and loss. 

Having absolutely no sense of how your demands 

could trigger, making your Lover go out of his Mind! 

A broken heart, lead to find, my spirit’s consciousness. 

Giving the realization of the inherent, mental-limits ~ 

of the pervasive finite mind-sets through this experience 

on the Id-ego-Mind-matrix; seeing IT for what it is; 

described in the teachings of Buddha’s dhammapada.  

Accept, not wrong, some Ignorance in my Loving ~ 

surviving it as a ‘recipient’ (not unconscious victim)  

of disasters, obsessions, of the feelings of my heart ~ 

This self-deception, then its self-realization, growing 

fruitful energy, lovely petals, in the Buddha field again 

* 

The Deep Trenches! 

Sacificed, to die for Your King. 

Always a great pleasure, Master ~ 

I don’t want to go back to blighty! 

* 

Bliss  

The thing that kills the trip  

 Judging ~ 

 Perfect Love
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Neurology Spectrum 

In their infinite wisdom ~ 

The mouse ate the paperwork! 

Every pain comes from in the brain. 

Fires of desires shooting up your spine. 

An unquenchable Inferno of energy ~ 

* 

Have some Fun, We’re Yammin’ It! 

“They can’t imprison you if you’re free inside” ~ 

What’s the difference between Open source and Free? 

“Do what you like, when you like, with whom you like’ 

You’re Free ~ to change your mind, Consciously. 

‘More is less & less is more’ 

* 

A Great Way of Looking at Dhamma 

That is something that would be successful. 

You might not make any money at it though. 

Just being a being, no half measures possible. 

IN the TRAP or OUT of the TRAP ~ 

Satori 

* 

Reduction to… 

And what about ~ 

breath and meditation 

 and light and DNA. 

  and Cosmic Consciousness 

  and hologramic body and energy 

and fractal recognition of feelings ~ 

  causes, reaction and what about Love 

  as well as mental-states of un-conscious. 

Sub*conscious; what about karma, dhamma,  

and lovely, passion flowers on a summer day ~
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Living it  

 Continuously have to tell the dictator, Id\Mind/Ego 

 that the truly, creative life*force is the essential 

 from an open heart ~ revolution, revelation, 

the divine joy, feelings, natural harmony 

* 

Looking from  

the bank of a river ~  

keep it clear and simple  

flowing pure consciousness.  

Not to confuse, distract, provoke  

the observer of the limited thinking 

mind-forms; do you really, still believe 

that miracles couldn’t naturally happen? 

* 

Embryo Muah 

“Doesn’t matter how rich you are, you always want more!” 

“That’s because you’re used to sluts Baba; what else?” 

Knowing the future, before anyone else, that’s where  

they wanna go first, where smart money is focused ~ 

Regret, “maybe you thought you were in Love with me!” 

Everything is there, where you put your concentration ~ 

Knowing how to go into their Astral parts and fix things. 

Sitting under an ancient Banyan tree ~ silently 

* 

Blessed & Subverted 

Got the guard dogs in the local pub, pissed up! 

Caught up in the scum of it all; 1984 Redux. 

Taj Mahal, kill and plunder, then it’s yours! 

It’s not about skill but bigger distractions. 

“I wanna kiss that face forever!” 

How many emotions are there?
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Summertime   

By You  

 Giving  

 Loving energy from the open heart 

  for deep healing, compassionately. 

  A deeply broken spirit ~ 

 Being as balanced as you could be, detachment, 

whatever the feelings, tragedies, Ignorance, grief, 

 madness of unacceptable Loss and Insane pain!  

 The Oneness of Life ~ will hold your hands 

* 

‘TIME IS MONEY’ - someone said! 

How Much Money do you Need? 

How much Time do You have ~ 

* 

Low Vibration Lighting 

I’m going beyond all the limits ~ loving You! 

Timelessness ~ in the Garden of pure delights. 

Are you a screamer, heavy breather, neither or both? 

I ask myself, where is my heart and spirit? 

Anyone wants some, feel free ~ 

‘Live what you Love’ 

LIVE * LOVE 

* 

You Are Obsolete 

Hacked your sole brain into the main frame ~ Mother board! 

“They’re not gonna drag me anywhere!” “I do what I want…” 

“I only concern myself with Me and Mine; family and friends bro!” 

“You can never have too much honey, tantric Viagra, Yogi MDMA” 

“Not about how many plastic straws are in the Ocean ~  

or feral dogs being boiled alive in modern China!” 

The name of the game is, ‘Drive Everyone Insane’ 

“While I’m having these emotions ~ I’m Alive!”
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Close your eyes 

Humanity on a walk in India. 

The bhakti Rainbow ~ You are 

ALL the COLOURS 

to me ~ Love poetry 

* 

Night & day 

What is it ~ 

Can you tell me? 

Look into my eyes 

Sounds in the night  

coming out of a dream ~ 

the dimensions cross here 

In ~ |/:/| ~ Out sequence 

See the Witness seeing. 

Look into my eyes 

returning 

to a wet forest  

* 

 Sexy * délice 

Making a tight Spiritual 

bond between the Lovers ~ 

true emotions, deepest respect. 

Joining their bodies, hearts, 

Spirits, Sensing Feelings ~  

Flowing pranic currents 

between them is strongest 

at the connecting organs 

through all of the Chakras, 

Openness tantric Amoureux 

Orgasms upward, releasing 

through their body-minds 

Vibrating divine powers
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Slow motion telepathy 

You get more burnt ~ 

when natural, bare by the Sun 

more in harmony, peace full 

are you, lovers being naked? 

Creatures making a lot of love ~ 

I wouldn't do it if it wasn't worthwhile 

* 

Wanted to feel something 

Coming out of it ~ 

Opening up 

Conscious all the Time 

working with Life ~ 

a long walk with a poet, 

Living on a beach ~ 

by the Ocean’s side 

* 

‘ESTIMATED OBSERVABLE ATOMS 

IN THE Universe 10 to the POWER of 80’ 

WE ACCEPT INTRUSIONS NOW ~ 

THAT ONCE SEEMED IMPOSSIBLE! 

Synthesis, ‘in all living species proteins are 

made up of exactly the same 20 amino acids, 

which are small molecules’. ‘If stretched out ~ 

 DNA. in the nucleus of a human cell, creates  

a two-yard-long thread, ten atoms wide. 

It is 1 billion times longer than its own width. 

DNA. is approximately 120 times narrower 

than the smallest wavelength ~ 

of Visible Light’
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INSIDE 

BEAUTY 

FEELING ~ 

FEELING IT 

* 

Lotus Bulbs, Yeah! 

Playing in the hot pools of Light 

Money ~ Spending all your life-time! 

A craving witch, attached to dark magic. 

“I’m coming down with something; LUST!” 

“A new friend, but do I want a lizard living in the house?” 

“That’s the last rinse I ever took, no more rinses!” 

Drinking from the stream of consciousness, 

floating in the Universal Love ~ 

* 

What Is a Wife? 

Looking to the Ocean ~ 

There is no Magic in Spiritual. 

‘It is Magic’ 

“Viens, avec moi” 

Je t'envois, kisses of auras ~ 

Every word counts to my lover. 

If only you could understand me, 

Love’s sight, unity ~ naturally alive. 

* 

Magnificent Being 

“They all Love me, I Love all of them” 

Superb ~ Spring's arrival by the Ocean's side, 

with you again, fresh ~ Love, young Love. 

MAKING * SHARING LOVE *WITH YOU
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Pastel Scarlet Peaches 

Looking for his woman 

Looking for his child 

Looking, Looking 

Sounds of the Sea 

Brilliant Brilliance 

Love with someone now 

Vibrations of who you are 

* 

There is an Alternative 

Reality 

Camping by the Ocean 

In Spring 

When I'm with You 

In Spring 

When I'm with You 

Making Love 

* 

Transforms being 

Living force babies 

You Are  

 Beautiful Inside 

 As you encounter  

 a Sacred work ~ 

 The Ultimate Flower 

* 

Cherry 

Feeling Wonder full 

joy at your beauty ~ 

Full Love for me
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Quarks 

Cruising on the Bosporus ~ 

touching the essence * Life 

touching the Instinct ~ 

Feeling the helium 

on my skin 

Lover 

* 

Fields 

Safe today ~ means  

You can't fool me. 

* 

The Great Medicine Horse 

gesture ~ 

Man risking his Life for another. 

 New mother ~ 

 holding out a Mudra! 

* 

Temple of Aphrodite 

A visit 

with You 

* 

Time Lords 

Seeing those terrible Taboos! 

Shanghaied in Great Britain. 

France is Wonder ~ full for artists. 

 I've eaten Rose, scented petals. 

J'ai mangé des pétales de Rose. 

Getting to the spring well ~ 

Life man, life woman, life child!  

Life Life * Life life ~
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Silence dancing 

Married in a lilac dress with a gentle fragrance. 

Preferring human habitation, favorite nesting. 

They pull at your heart strings ~ l’amour. 

Cutting it, makes it go faster ~ 

Their fascination with scalpels. 

Beautiful sister, a naked fille. 

You helped me use my body, 

Inter-coursing man ~ woman. 

I hear * observe, listen, silence 

“Waste not, want not” 

 Looking for favorite old Loves 

Mid summer’s day ~ Richesse 

* 

Karma 

Conceived ~ 

Natural childbirth. 

She was to be born 

in her homeland ~ 

Mexico.  

To find a Mid-wife… 

took the journey and found her there, 

80 years old, last of her generation. 

And by some Sacred, Mayan ruins 

she gave birth in a hammock ~ 

Father went out to Celebrate  

Soma 

at the well, he had a vision  

of his shamanic daughter ~ 

being a Mayan Sky Princess
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Yeah, that's Beautiful! 

The Mystery guest ~ 

He's doing his thing 

Time ~ all of Antiquity. 

They hang poets in Chile! 

Democratic fascists waving ~ 

Slap with the palm of the hand! 

* 

Cherie 

My very first memory ~ 

of vegetation was a Lilac tree. 

Beautiful blossom, dans le jardin. 

“Relaxer-vous” ~ not even thinking,  

where I'll spend the night;  

family, friends, lovers ~ 

Samsara alight in my eyes 

Learning about separation, losing you. 

At night, so much is done by the watch. 

Twilight, listen to that rain falling ~ 

Simple 

* 

Determining 

Natur-elle Inspiration, 

do you recognise me 

as a healer? 

You came ~ 

leaving was Intense! 

I've known her 

a long time. 

Poet 

Invitation to a friend's home ~ 

“Surely, some girl has loved you?” 

Venus de Milos
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Merleau 

My good friend ~ 

doing the Marathon. 

It's like you're going  

to a summer wedding.  

Being Happy 

* 

In/Out of the smoke 

The dancing snake, 

lighting a fire ~ 

on Wreck beach. 

India too… 

Perfect Wind 

* 

Amour ~ Healer 

Sur un beau morceau de Terre, 

subtle forces, sharing gratitude. 

Every time I ask a question 

the answer’s always there ~ 

By inner results “Be happy” 

Knowing your true reflection. 

L'amant et son amoureuse 

* 

Sailor 

Everything weeps on the sea, 

all the time ~ 

brother living from a boat 

In Greece’s clear waters. 

Bateau de l’Amorino. 

Lover
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Symbols of India 

On a Pilgrimage 

to Kitsilano ~  

to Meditate 

Open ~ 

NATURE 

Open Air  

* 

Opium 

A healing thing ~ 

In its place, 

Old man. 

Who told you that 

a farmer's work ~ 

is never done, 

my friend? 

* 

With You 

Unicorn 

Lovely Image 

It's a beauty! 

Choosing to live 

under the sky ~ 

of Art 

‘Expressionism’ 

“Avec toi” 

* 

Greek Wisdom 

Desires of a river ~ 

Notes in your eyes 

telepathy
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Touch 

Each fragment of life is sacred 

These are your children ~ 

ReCOGnITiON  

being a healer ~ healing 

Poetry of Lao Tsu.  

 Kiss of you  

 In my eyes 

Shows Inside 

Ideal ~ sharing 

Natural enough 

Nature  

* 

Artist's home 

Why do you come? 

“I like the doctor ~ 

he's got gentle hands” 

Be Mindful of changing ~ 

no disturbance of thoughts arising 

Mending Shattering Crystals  

by Orchids of the Irrawaddy 

* 

Sugar pie honey 

Sea breezes and Buddhist monks  

in Motion ~ Majestic chameleon, 

toucans, a flock of Pelicans, 

passing serenely overhead. 

Moment of the coming 

of a rare Ladybird. 

Sat chit ananda
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Idealist Art 

Marriage of the poet-painter and muse. 

See Ensor for colours, Escher for shapes. 

Again, links to death ~ Cosmic energy. 

Studied with a contemplative artist 

who did silence ~ a mystic they say. 

Influences still Symbolist! They say 

 * 

Fire * flies 

‘Please Keep  

Off the Grass’ 

Is Please Keep 

On the Path or do as you’re told! 

Did you ever hear a waterfall? 

Who nurtured and shared 

this garden ~ 

* 

Best the more Watts you’ve got 

the better it is 

Leave them Virginal ~ 

without drawing any heat. 

Never talk to the Box office 

* 

Stanza yesterday 

You have to know ~ 

how to dim your light 

in dark places 

* 

Tilling the soil 

There’s nothing to Fear 

Except Fear Itself 

Registering
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Auras 

Odyssey 

Where have you been 

my husband? 

Return to our nuptial bed, 

touching me again 

From out of the Galaxy 

into Your ecstasy ~ 

Living Myth 

Why did you wait? 

Woman 

Touching erogenous zones 

of someone fair ~ 

Her Sacred Lands 

* 

let me show you where. 

Depths of embrace 

Moments ~ 

You saved another’s life 

who could ever have imagined it? 

Me ~ feeling lost 

but I can get a tan. 

Where are You? 

* 

Darling 

You should be here 

Together 

A postcard after five lifetimes ~ 

Old friend I’ve been on an Odyssey. 

Can you see ~ do you feel it? 

Wife * I’m still wondering 

about dying in your arms.
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‘Final mind moment ~ 

from a beautiful Planet, 

the singing of exotic birds. 

Wish you were here, now 

* 

Encounter 

do you have cash to pay a poet? 

Something alive ~ 

coming out of the dark. 

Do not be afraid 

* 

Always ask your*self ~ 

who you are as space. 

I’m real easy ~ 

I don’t want to put 

you to any trouble; 

you know man 

* 

What is trust? 

There must be some ~ 

expectation 

Created 

Is it the same as being faithful? 

Living up to some Mutual Understanding. 

What’s it really all about? Being let down ~ 

in a mutual understanding, misunderstanding. 

Sharing is good, as far as an unbroken promise. 

Striving ~ In my eyes you are a lovely goddess. 

Communication, accurate Perception is difficult. 

Ignore, Ignoring, Ignorance ~ darling is not bliss. 

Wanting more out of You, a sad lack of empathy. 

“I gave you all I had” 

beyond words
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Barefoot Toi 

Living here, a Poet, naked 

eyes movin, going home ~ 

A drum taking us into trance. 

Sorcerer’s flight 

Natural 

I’m workin’ on that. 

Down by the sea ~ 

It’s all the same ocean 

* 

HAPPY Just Happened 

Welcome ~ 

to Whatever 

You want 

A billion heartaches 

Blonde Venus on the apex ~ 

Always searching for horizons 

from a distance 

* 

Got to listen to it all 

deep breathing ~ 

Looking 

Finding 

Looking 

Finding 

Looking 

Finding 

Looking 

lights again 

Found ~
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Yasodhara 

Understanding with Compassion. 

Forgiveness that gets rid of guilt 

It’s forgiveness from the Heart ~ 

that gets rid of guilt in the Heart 

* 

Girl 

‘Coitus a tergo’ 

turns her back to the man 

Love playing 

Change in ~ 

Coital positions 

Younger women show 

greater readiness to accept variations ~ 

She came as one of those Beautiful people. 

Gratitude, “Here I am baba” “Je t’aime” 

Light all the time shining on her face 

Glowing from inside her heart 

* 

Elle 

Healthy child 

Captured ~ 

by Young Beauty 

by fresh beauty 

Blesses, blessed. 

I’m a Scientist now! 

Listen, interpretation, Insertion 

with you ~ Inside of her. 

Spontaneous, Ingenuity 

Creativity, humor, evolution. 

Mother of necessity ~ Push!
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Light Stream Space 

Healing Consciously, happening through Love. 

Let it go, flowing mind, being eternal, immortal ~ 

Memories are just my mind’s thoughts not frequency. 

Realisation that there is no mind, but subconsciousness. 

Observe the brainwashing, subliminal control of humanity. 

Now she is a star in Heaven ~ where your heart is singing 

Vivre Libre ~ How much Love did you live and give ~ 

* 

Feeling 

We continue along the river 

into the setting Sun’s heart ~ 

Her sparkling, brilliant topaz eyes. 

You can live like an artiste here. 

On a beautiful Summer solstice 

* 

Riviera Fille 

Her Rose Dimension ~ 

Blessed by light Pink auras. 

I want to wish you all the best  

Observing, consciousness of self.  

Le fruit de dhamma smiles. 

He is travelling to Paradise ~ 

Looks like it’s gone through me. 

Acceptance dance 

* 

The Perfumed Garden 

On the banks, la rivière coule doucement. 

Maya singing beautiful notes in the forest. 

Get there at least, listening  

to Sottipanna love songs.
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Ben Hurricane Venom 

We know how mad Your friend is ~ 

Paranoid he sees enemies everywhere. 

Fuel of poison, toxic hearts and minds. 

Manipulating all our differences, why? 

Nourishment is better than food. 

I take care of Dhamma ~ 

Dhamma takes care of me 

* 

Scintillating Poetess 

I Love your voluptuous body. 

I know I’m fully alive, Radha.  

She’s the best musique playing in town. 

Femme, a magic Cosmos travels inside. 

I’ve found that she really loves me ~ 

returning forever 

* 

More Silent Sounds 

Seems like you’ve it all. 

She attends fully to me, 

it’s in our telepathy ~ 

A healing sight 

her full breasts. 

Can see her 

Can feel her 

Can smell her 

Can touch her 

Can hear her 

Can Love her 

“Je viens”
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Incarnated Wife 

If you’d been where 

I’ve been you’d Wonder 

how you’re even walking ~ 

never mind working! 

You’d wonder how you even got here! 

“We’ll become Lovers on Earth darling” 

PASSING for ONE of the PEOPLE 

* 

Planet giving the signs of trial & error ~ 

Geomancy, stone age designs for Power. 

Invisible, not the blind leading the blind! 

Connecting to Earth ley lines ~ our Grail. 

Not still exporting mass death, but we are! 

How nourished are you? Ahimsa. 

Food Is Real ~ follow the bliss 

* 

There are not many people not thinking about money! 

Gives Limits of where you can go, security in this Life!  

Invisible brothers and sisters ~ uniquely inside Space. 

They don’t have the American Myth thing happening! 

Time to get rid of it; putting a dome on a ley line. 

Circular things happening ~ regeneration of Life. 

Energy Café ~ what sort of frequency grasshopper? 

* 

Beau Ego 

Deep in the waves 

Océanic Pacifique 

Deep into Space ~ 

Lands of the Mind… 

My children, welcome 

to the promised land
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Frogs in a Mist 

Oh, Match Maker. 

White blossoms ~ 

on a beautiful Jasmin bush 

Rain makes things grow 

we’re on a bridgeless bridge, 

naked in the garden 

deep breathing ~ 

Cleans your face 

* 

Sita Nouvelle 

I’m calling for my lover ~ 

I’m calling for my brother. 

“Where art thou loyal friend?” 

“Do you take this woman?” 

“I Do” 

I hear, keep practicing, 

Vipassana bhava 

Yin * yang 

in my heart 

* 

Life Is One  

Spirit came back 

not broken Mind 

not broken heart 

healer ~ reflector, send it back. 

Don’t accept their  negative energy. 

Transform by witnessing Life’s stream ~ 

Only watching their own movie ~ dramas  

Enjoying as a detached trip, not even mind. 

Living from the heart’s ~ fulfillment
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Diggeridoo 575 

Heal, clear ~ the light field 

harmony + ve loving energy. 

 From out of the brain food ~ Oxygen. 

 Using vibrations, breath and light energy. 

Healing the grosser body, clearing mind ~ 

Hemispheres in harmony, chakras open up 

connecting to divine, infinite, Cosmic Space. 

Awareness of the Divine in You, being centred. 

Smiling self, endorphine production, easiest way,  

to the hardest lesson, to go out of illusory mirage. 

 Your body sensations are the Ultimate  

 Only You at the Vortex ~ Full Power 

 Spirit Is You and your Self*awareness. 

 ‘You’ are your Spirit consciousness ~ 

  Crying, dying or flying; without you 

 the hardest lesson, letting them go ~  

Going out of my mind to eternal space * within. 

Being, feeling, flowing freely, infinite boundlessness! 

 The hard lesson, losing your deepest love, attachment 

  but here I am finally, know yourself, know your True self.  

Giving Love energy, share live feelings deep from the heart.  

Healing, peaceful, happiness, smiles is human destiny ~ 

* 

Cannabinoids and Chocoids  

Wanting your coke and eating it, All! 

‘The problem is not now ~ it’s a head’ 

‘Found her body in the car in the garage, 

the engine was still running; a letter on ~  

the pillow beside him, it was a suicide note’. 

‘Before taking her own life, she cooked him 

a birthday cake’
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Flash Light  

 I didn’t know I could go still deeper! 

 A decision is being made ~ 

Where are you from? 

 I live from the open heart 

 on the veranda of Creativity ~  

Not fully Programmed for this exploitive System. 

How to know even where to begin, to believe ~ 

 Harmonious dimensions, living in the moment 

 Living from the core 

* 

De-Program ~ Attitude  

Open another door then 

Opening a bigger door.  

Living from the Spirit ~ 

Living here right now, You never Know what’s coming next, 

 that final instant, now ~ will be a natural part of the flow, 

 relax and be naturally happy. (Dukkha, Anatta, Anicca). 

 Trusting the wholeness ~ where I feel I truly belong  

In Common-Union is us all healing, transcending ~ 

Collaboration not ego’s selfish, elitist’s Competition!  

The Fear Programming stops people trusting ~ Why? 

Seeing the truth ~ Is it a conspiracy or Ignorance? 

Do You believe your mind is sane or Insane ~ 

or it don’t really matter, enjoying this moment. 

Observing your bodily sensations equanimously 

* 

The seed s*he’s a Spirit predestined to the core. 

Get rid of those voices, you’ve given yourself to… 

Be Sensitive ~ relative, always divinely done ~ 

Functions of what the thought-Mind really is.  

‘Many are called few are chosen’
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Awareness not Denial ~ 

  Renew the Reprogramming ~ with Love. 

 A suit of armor with a Mind full of karma, 

every thought captive in obedience. 

Let the lilies of the field, naturally purify, 

 REPROGRAM the Mind with Love ~ 

 Seeds falling on rocky ground, experience…  

The Spirit human, the Spirit man, the Spirit woman ~ 

the Spirit children, the King controlled by a Monkey Mind. 

 LOVE in its proper perspective, perfect, conscious master.  

Free of bondage ~ You are the Spirit of Cosmic Creativity. 

* 

The Magic of Children’s ~ Smiling hearts 

 Ecstasy, to be completely in tune ~ 

All together * In Love energy. 

Angels being Angels 

Perfect in here  

* 

Free 

 You have to push beyond 

the limit (of Mind into Universal Space). 

 You have to suffer ~ Character change  

 in UNDERSTANDING ~ 

The Mind cannot accept the Spirit 

You have to push beyond the Ego 

 lesson, living from the open heart  

* 

Revelation after Revelation after Re-elevation ~ 

after Revolution after Revelation after Resolution
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Now ~ What a Feast 

“Is there ANY danger there?” 

‘OUTSIDE THE ZOO’ 

That’s where they throw All the best shit ~ 

Magic, food of life ~ always the Divine in it. 

Not many people walk away from a Feast! 

Waikiki dream ~ Surfing on their shoulders. 

Abstract art and Aphrodite’s sublime kisses. 

Catamarrans racing through the waves ~  

such silence, only, holy wind; too much! 

The Pain of Love is not the Perfect Love 

Do what’s right, do what’s truly natural ~ 

Don’t Freefall, can’t leave sacred out of it. 

Being Happy, enjoy this wonderfull Life 

experiencing, taking the next breath in ~  

All together nature, it was perfect, so true.  

 Fruit, the love of money; eat of the tree of Life.  

Great music not a Robots’ reactions to commands. 

To see Light’s spectrum * Life made us self-creators. 

Divine is perfect ~ Innocent Children 

 Self-awareness, choices or old Programs on Bondage! 

 Blessed, set me free to fly, let everything go in the past. 

* 

Quantum * Kushi * Energy 

‘The awareness that you are 

(illusory) manifestation of ~ 

Space being of this Infinite 

Vibrational Universe ~ 

Is the true Messiah’
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Summer of Love 

Haight, San Fran. 

Porous alchemy ~ 

Sunshine flooding 

   * 

Freer  *Mind 

Stark ~ naked 

freak ~ overflow 

the Love groove 

White lightning ~ 

ecstatic on Ocean beach, 

the Classic Configuration 

Dreams * gorgeously sublime 

A Sandoz score, the Acid King  

Psychedelic, deep, mellow blues 

* 

Pranksters 

The Silver Surfer ~ 

“Do you like having 

your Mind blown?” 

Anarchic philosophy * Wired 

trapped with a raging, paranoid-  

schizo ~ Drugs, Sex, Rock & Roll 

Crazy Horse’s sacred shamanic dance 

VISIONS 

* 

Musical ~ peyote 

The Grateful Dead. 

Hippies are Free ~ 

to do what they want. 

Telepathic ~ very cool
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Cosmic Unity 

Happening 

Open mind 

happening 

by itself ~ 

‘City Lights’  

Planet Revolution 

In a beautiful place 

full beams ~ waves 

her lustrous long hair 

Rays of ***** Sunlight 

Sparkling 

* 

Poetry 

his mother 

ran a sailor’s bar ~ 

San Francisco, playing 

EXPOSURE to the World 

* 

transcending 1966 ~ wandering  

around the streets, with a friend. 

Inspiration 

in your hands 

in your eyes ~ 

feet, heart, head 

* 

Electric guitars & 

trips of Sunshine 

‘Life Fantastic’ 

Higher & 

Higher
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Being here 

N O W 

So simple 

to ride ~ 

this Crystal dragon 

through the eye of Joy 

* 

Incarnation ‘Knowledge’ 

Ready to go Crazy 

at the Speed of light ~ 

Surreal Transforming 

Perfectly 

* 

Your Energy 

Is Alive 

In Us 

Creation ~ 

in natural beauty 

Loving to play in harmony 

against all the Insanity of the World. 

Cosmic Truth 

of Tropical fish 

swimming ~ 

* 

being present 

Witness self-awareness 

of the plumed serpent 

eating a mango ~ 

afternoon, truth 

* 

Bright 

moving on
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with the Sun ~ 

Chaos of night… 

rain on the train 

horizon alight 

Smile 

* 

Festival of 

performing costumes 

letting go, power ~ 

clean and clear 

typhoons 

Singing 

* 

be ~ 

Cool generations 

making Love 

Completely ~ 

‘I am speaking to you 

from inside the Future’ 

* 

Acid Rain 

Sensitive to Sound 

dead Silent 

Amazing 

Parrot 

* 

Whole feeling 

for a moment ~ 

germ of life growing 

into perfection 

Wonder
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Excellent and pure 

Coincidentally ~ 

a lovely day 

in a tree 

by the sea 

You and me 

Opalescent window 

‘Insanely in Synch’ 

Simultaneously ~ 

Nano-second bursts 

of quanta, into the skin 

relaxed ~ 

* 

Sunset Cruise 

in my L*S*D 

‘that was wild’ 

Oceanic ~ 

in the moment 

painting illusions 

in the Sky 

Blue Ridge Mountain 

Morning, fueling you up 

with magic, Lover 

* 

Harmony navigating 

new configurations 

Psychedelic rock 

opening ~ 

deep Inside 

Gemstones
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Ever dancing 

Everchanging 

Everchanging 

Very beginning 

always growing 

Freedom to ~ 

what comes next 

See ~ 

What happens 

New Performing 

Live 

* 

beads 

of hallucination 

garden of delights 

meditation 

* 

Walking 

with this beauty 

in desert ravines ~ 

Cactus from Mars 

and Temple sirens 

laughter 

* 

Stress 

Solar System 

Galaxies 

Universe 

Stars, planets, 

Suns * moons 

Surrounding ~ 

Undergoing It
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Good Luck 

Our Alien 

Force Field 

Ultra * Colors 

Flawlessness 

Supernatural 

in all of us ~ 

Being naked 

Stoned tripping 

* 

Living being 

Endless ~ 

People, get loose 

watermelon tepees 

parties for Life 

Ceremony of 

Celebration 

* 

Getting lost 

Looking for petrol 

Sunflower fields 

to discover ~ 

making Love 

on the grass 

Kissing 

Age of Aquarius 

  * 

Peace * Love 

Flower garden 

of Insight
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Tangerine 

the gathering of the tribes 

materialises out of the blue into the light 

Lysergic storm troopers ~ 

Owsley, Kesey, the Diggers, 

plenty of experience 

of Alternative States 

* 

Perfect Combination ~ Lotus Ponds 

“Turn On, Tune In, drop Out” 

Be awareness of the Life streaming 

Love compassion joy equanimity 

** * ** 

From a King In Love to feeling completely Lost! 

Lover your actions helped  

me go out of my Mind ~ 

I took out my brain and said  

“You are Insane” 

then put it back in Space 

realizing my Spirit’s Pain, 

smiling at Mara’s game. 

I took out my Mind ~ 

being Spiritually kind 

and Realised ~ 

Life is simple 

Sharing, Loving Kindness 

from the heart ~~ 

Respect, basis for Self-Realisation of our true nature ~ 

Inspirational, natural, Creative, feelings flowing freely 

Left the controlling, coercive, propaganda Mind behind!
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Spiritual Party  

 “I’m One of You!” 

 Promise of True Love.  

 Joy of children ~ 

 Sharing, Loving feelings  

 from the heart  

The Spirit came back ~Thank you, healer.  

Light field, landscapes, reflections of the Mind. 

LOVE ME AS I LOVE YOU ~ It is Inside us. 

Pure Spirit, Pure Light, revolution, revelation. 

Abstract patterns of Life ~ simple, happy lovers. 

Forgiveness, I have no malice to your lovely ego ~ 

Love’s painful shadows nearly destroyed my spirit!  

Promises of True Love  

* 

SPIRIT OVER MIND OVER MATTER 

Spirit of hate and greed 

or the Spirit of Love and Peace? 

Spirit of Bill Gates or the Spirit of Socrates 

Spirit of Rupert Murdoch or of Nelson Mandela 

Spirit of George Bush or of Aung San Su Kyi 

Spirit of Bin Laden or of Martin Luther King 

Spirit of Machiavelli or of Leonardo de Vinci 

Spirit of Tony Blair or the Spirit of Shakespeare 

Spirit of Saddam Hussein or Spirit of Dalai Lama                                                                                                                             

Spirit of Christian, Jew or Moslem or any fanatics 

or the Spirit of John Lennon 

Spirit of the bomb, any bomb 

or Spirit of Love on the beach ~ 

Spirit of exploiting and destroying 

everything and anything for greed or 

Spirit of my beautiful, joyful, harmonious, 

compassionate, conscious daughter, Mudita.
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN 

 
Inspired by the sixties, Sunny started traveling the world in 1970. 

His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through ~  

San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver, 

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi. His arrival on the sub-continent ~ 

was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel 

experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self- 

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, art, 

meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi- 

dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, “Turn on, tune in, drop out” 

realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature, 

empathy * energy & Space. 

 

Over four decades Sunny has written & published 33+ books of poetry, 

created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers 

his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past sixteen years 

in Goa, India inspired by the freedom to experience and the idealism  

of human consciousness. 

 

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at: 

Website: www.sunnyjetsun.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/sunnyjetsun 

Amazon: www.amazon.com/author/sunnyjetsun 

Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun 


